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Cut out the frustrations!

FLY IN SUNNY SPAIN
Blue skies, warm weather and
(almost) guaranteed minimum
of 10 hours flying per week.
One-to-One training with our CAA
approved instructor/examiner.
Full or part courses, ground
school and exams in theory
subjects, re-validations, GST,
flight time to hone your skills,
OR just enjoy spectacular flying
along the Mediterranean coastline
or castle-ridged mountains.
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A taxiing business
GT450 or Quantum 912

Our packages include
comfortable villa with pool
for your sole use.

Interested? Contact us
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or call mobile: (00 34) 6999 23051
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life
cover
for pilots
Without specialist advice microlight
pilots usually face significant
premium increases when applying
for life insurance.
We can secure the very best rates,
keeping any increase to a minimum
or avoiding the extra cost completely.
• Life insurance for your family,
mortgage or business
• We help recreational,
instructor and student pilots
• Cover can be arranged
over the phone
• Our insurance advisor
holds a PPL
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IT’S not the flying, it’s the
taxiing that gets you.
I arrived at the airfield to
find CFI Ken Crompton with
a distinguished looking chap
who turned out to be called
Joe McCarrison.
“Morning, Lofty!” said Ken
cheerily. “Joe and his fellow
student James have just
bought a nice Thruster from an airfield near Derby, and
I’ve volunteered you to fly it home for them.”
A week later, Joe and I found ourselves at Watnall
farm strip, shaking hands with Ian and Gary, the former
owners of G-RAFH, and climbing in as the innovative
windsock, a pair of high-vis trousers, did its best to
detach itself from the pole.
After a bouncy climbout, we turned west for Rossall
Field north of Blackpool and asked Manchester for a
zone transit, only to be told to bugger off because we
didn’t have a transponder, leaving us heading for the
Pennines with a disturbingly solid looking wall of cloud
ahead.
Just as I was about to turn back, it began to look less
solid, and we managed to thread our way through, then
over the other side breathed a sigh of relief and began
to look for Rossall – in vain, since it’s a grass strip in the
middle of lots more grass.
All hail, then, the pilot of the C42 we spotted calling
downwind right so we could follow him in.
Rossall pilot Danny Roach, who’s written some great
stuff for MF, couldn’t be there because of the flimsy
excuse that he was getting married, but CFI James
Walker was a complete star, taking us to a local farm
brewery for a pint, finding us a nice hotel with good
nosh, and giving us a lift there and back.
Next morning, we found his student Roger Birkett
kindly cleaning our screen – which I promptly covered
in mud after losing the runway while backtracking and
bogging the Thruster down.
Hauled out by James, we sailed north over the Lake
District to friendly Carlisle Airport in glorious conditions,
had lunch with Newtownards pilot Mark Smith and his
mate Gary Loughran, who’d pottered over in a Jabiru,
and made it home in time for tea and medals.
It had been the best of little adventures: challenging
at times, but proof again of the heartwarming
camaraderie of pilots everywhere.
Now if you’ll excuse me, I’ve some mud to clean off.
Geoﬀ Hill
ghillster@gmail.com
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Over the Grampians, by Alex Smith
Kev Waugh in his Eurostar SL, on the way back to
Eshott after a jaunt to Peterhead with Paul Kiddell and
Alex in another Eurostar
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PHOTO
COMPETITION
THIS MONTH’S WINNERS

First
Andy Mackinnon, “Glencoe” (main photo, above right)
Second Alex Smith, “Over the Grampians” (page 3)
Third = Paul Kiddell, “Firth of Forth” (immediate right)
Third = Tracy Cummings, “Why we fly” (front cover)
Fifth
Kai Foyen, “Harthope Valley” (immediately above)
Also commended:
Aaron Mercer, “Fly low and stay warm” (above, top)
Amanda Williams, “Peak time” (back cover)
John Orbell, “Loch Linhe” (far right)
GALE-force winds and sub-zero temperatures? Pah! You lot laugh in
their face as you wrap up well and take to the skies with gay abandon.
This month’s winner Andy Mackinnon typifies your spirit: “Jim Crosby
and I on a jolly to Oban via Glencoe,” he said. “We went there low
level for lunch and back a wee bit higher via Glencoe and a spy at Ben
Nevis and some other pointy mountains. Beats work!” said Jim.
4
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ANN WELCH DIPLOMA

DAVE BROOM, the reigning World Air
Games champion, has added another
honour to his list of achievements – the
Ann Welch Diploma.
Dave picked up the award by setting a
new world distance record for a flight in
a single-seat flexwing without using the
engine.
The flight, of 34.54km, or 21.46 miles,
was made in a Eurofly Snake with a Grif
Italia 3DC wing from Sandy, Bedfordshire,
in June 2018.
Dave said: “It’s awesome that CIMA has
decided to award the Ann Welch Diploma to me. I only briefly met the great lady
once, but I’m hugely honoured to receive
the award bearing her name.
“I hope that this soaring distance world
record is the first of many on the Snake.
I will be doing my best to beat my own
record this year, weather allowing.”
The Ann Welch Diploma was created

Mike joins MF team
THE bubbling crucible of innovation that
is MF Global HQ now has an extra hand
to stir the pot: Mike Morris, who joins us
as advertising manager.
Mike, whose pitch for the post revealed
a unique blend of amiable character and
business acumen, has been a BMAA
member for 35 years, a BMAA inspector
6
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by the FAI in 2006, to be awarded each
year to the pilot or crew of a microlight
or paramotor who made the most meritorious flight which resulted in a world
record.
“In 2019 there were five eligible candidates, including David,” said BMAA Chairman Rob Hughes, who also represents us
on the FAI and on CIMA, the FAI’s micro
light commission. May I be the first to
congratulate him wholeheartedly on this
fantastic achievement and on the award.”
Ann, who died aged 85 in 2002, was
the world’s best-known glider pilot. A
wartime contemporary of Amy Johnson,
she became a tireless advocate for all
forms of sport aviation, including hang
gliding, paragliding and microlighting,
and was the BMAA’s first President.
She was for many years FAI Vice President, and was instrumental in creating
CIMA.

for 30 of those, and an LAA inspector for
the past six years. “I’m also a former in
structor and check pilot, and a huge sup
porter and advocate for the BMAA and
microlighting in general,” he said.
Many owners in the north will recog
nize him by the red boiler suit he always
wears when inspecting aircraft.
With over 4000h in his logbook, he
loves and regularly flies both fixed and

Main photo Dave Broom, seen here
having fun in the Eurofly Snake, has been
awarded the FAI’s prestigious Ann Welch
Diploma
Above Ann Welch, a stalwart supporter
and mentor of gliding, paragliding, hang
gliding and microlighting

flexwings. His current personal mount is
a unique highly modified Pegasus Q, and
he also owns a 503 Quantum and a share
in a Eurostar.
He left his day job in December as a
senior commercial publishing manager
working for a group that produces awardwinning magazines to focus on his pas
sion for microlights.
“In today’s world of digital media, with

Pipistrel Velis
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Ryanair boss in penny
dreadful shocker

Mike Morris, MF’s new Advertising
Manager, inspecting a C42 in his
trademark red boiler suit. Mike owns
a Pegasus Q (top); he also has a 503
Quantum and a share in a Eurostar

HAVING recently been inspired by Ryan
air on a recent trip to Tenerife, Wiltshire
Microlight Centre boss Tony Hughes has
introduced a new scheme to help new
comers at his Yatesbury base: trial flights
for 1p.
“Ryanair boss Michael O’Leary was
one of the first to come along and take
advantage of this new deal,” said Tony.
“We have worked very hard to streamline
the system to make the flying experience
as cheap as possible. All you do is pay a
penny and add on the extras – simple!
“Mr O’Leary was encouraged by the
advertising to book online (at an extra

cost of £24), but having been unable to
work out how to opt out of the insurance
option, he had to pay an extra £30 for his
30-minute flight, plus an extra £15 for an
other on-time takeoff.
“He prebooked his rear seat for an
extra £80, as the front seat option (extra
£80) was not available. Unfortunately, he
was 3kg over the 60kg seat weight limit
and had to pay an extra £10 per kilo.
“Smokeless cigarettes were provided
(extra £5) to calm his nerves after being
told he had to pay £90 for priority board
ing.
w

for aircraft status see Buyers’ Guide on bmaa.org

Top award for
Dave Broom

phones and tablets being a primary source
of news and information, there is an as
sumption that print media in general is in
decline,” he said.
“This is partly true in regard to print
newspapers. However, the print magazine
industry is still a growing and popular
medium.
“Print advertising of any kind is highly
effective in terms of brand awareness
and general profile in the marketplace,
and when combined with digital profile
can deliver great outcomes for clients. So
watch this space for some interesting new
ideas to make MF the place to be seen.
“A flying school owner I met recently
used the words ‘preaching to the convert
ed’ as the excuse not to advertise in MF,
which is bizarre.
“We need to politely educate potential
advertisers in regard to the true reach of a
print magazine, which is many times more
than a print run, and to better understand
how a regular profile will deliver a return
on their investment.”

PS-28 Cruiser
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Obituary

Book Review

To Skeggy for
fish and chips
Steve Beeson pays tribute to his best
friend, Geoff Jones
GEOFF, a member of both Stoke Flyers and the Cheshire
Flyers, suffered a major heart attack in November, and was
taken to Royal Stoke Hospital and placed in an induced
coma.
He spent a week in intensive care, but sadly passed
away. He was 70.
Geoff got his pilot’s licence in 1987 on flexwings, and
owned 10 aircraft over the years, the last one a Eurostar.
As his best mate, I gained my licence at the same time.
Keith Vinning was our instructor.
I remember flying to the Isle of Man with Geoff and a
few others to watch the TT. We landed at Andreas airfield,
pitched our tents, then realised we’d no transport to get to
the races.
We went to get a beer and have a think about the prob
lem, and met Dave Ross, a pilot from Lichfield, who was
there with his van. He piled 12 of us into it, and off we went
to the races.
Having learned our lesson, for nine years after that we
went there on motorbikes instead.
We also did six trips from John o’Groats to Land’s End
using various vehicles such as kit cars and motorbikes to
raise money for charity, and the one we did on GoPeds was
the most fun I’ve had on any vehicle. It took six days, and
raised £1600 for a children’s hospice.
Geoff’s favourite flight was to Skegness for fi sh and chips
before heading home.
He’ll be sadly missed by all who knew him.
■
Photo Another of Geoff’s adventures: John o’Groats
to Land’s End on Go-Peds. From left, Geoff Jones,
Bob Colclough, Steve Beeson and Chris Millership, all
microlighters
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“Unfortunately, as Mr
O’Leary did not confirm that
he wanted to take a camera
to record his flight, he had to
pay £80 extra on arrival and
a £40 supplement for video,
plus an extra £40 as the cam
era didn’t fit into a matchbox.
“On arrival at the centre,
a preflight cup of tea (£5)
and homemade muffin (£6)
were eagerly consumed us
ing our own Wiltshire Micro
light Centre cup hire at £2
and plate for £1, followed by
a preflight visit to the toilet
(£10).
Tony Hughes after his lucrative
“Access to the briefing £1 (plus extras) flight with
notes (£10) and entry to the
Michael O’Leary
executive seating area for a
very reasonable £15, as well
as use of the viewing deck for his wife for £10 and £5 for each of
their four children, was handed over.
“We have a wide selection of flying suits for hire (£50), hel
mets (£30), headset (£40) and gloves (£20), as well as compul
sory sunglasses (£15) and earplugs (£5).
“Pilot chat is a small extra at £60, and announcements £20
each, not forgetting gate fee (£5) and parking for up to two hours
for £40.
“Mr O’Leary wisely opted not to leave his car outside the gate
(£50, or clamp removal £80); the sick bag option was selected
(£20); and flying gear cleaning service was applied at £30 or no
cleaning fee for £40.
“A stunned Mr O’Leary came down after another ontime ar
rival (extra £15) and landing fee (£5) and took advantage of the
compulsory scratch card (£20), postflight photograph by the air
craft (£20) with email option (£10), sick bag disposal (£20, or if
used £60) and exclusive access to our comments book (£10) to
tell us exactly what he thought of our lowcost nofrills air experi
ence, before being relieved of the loose change in his pocket to
help instructors in need.
“He summed the whole thing up in one word: ‘B****y speech
less!’ (plus £1 for the extra word).”

stateoftheart facility in Gunskirchen
and a visit to a new exhibition celebrating
100 years of the company in 2020.
Not to mention simulators, Q&A ses
sions, an evening’s entertainment with
barbecue and live band, and the chance
to chill out and meet likeminded people
from all over the world.
Check out details or register for up
dates at flyrotax.com.

TCAS + ILS = OMG
IF you’re flying to an airport with an ILS
approach system, steer clear of any aircraft
that might be using it.
The latest UK Airprox Board’s incident
of the month happened during a busy
time at Dundee Airport, when a control
ler instructed three aircraft to orbit along
the downwind leg – one at the start, an
other halfway and one at the end – while
a Cessna Citation made an ILS approach.
The pilot orbiting at the end of the
downwind leg was a solo student in a PA
28 who was probably working hard in the
circuit.
The student allowed himself to come
too far north, and hence too close to the
approach path, so that as they orbited he
ended up pointing towards the Cessna
close enough to trigger its TCAS (traffic
collision avoidance system).
As a result, the Cessna pilot had to go
around.
“Although there was no risk of collision
in this Category C incident, it’s similar to
several we’ve seen over the years where
squawking aircraft have come close to
TCASequipped aircraft, sometimes with
more serious outcomes,” said the CAA’s
Richard Taylor.
“It’s good airmanship to give IFR traf
fic a wide berth so that you don’t cause
■
problems such as this.”

Atmosphere electric at Aero

AERO Friedrichshafen is to host a competition for electric and
hybrid microlights on 3031 March.
Aircraft in the Lindbergh eFlight Rally will fly around Lake
Constance and arrive at the show on its opening day, 1 April.
Prizes will be awarded in each of three classes: flexwings,
threeaxis microlights and hybrid aircraft.
For further information, see aeroexpo.com. The closing date
for entries is 31 January.

Rotax roundup

GOT a Rotax? Thought you might.
Well, after the success of last September’s inaugural Rotax fly
in to Wels airfield in Austria, the company’s planning another
one on 2123 August.
The programme will include test and demonstration flights
with the 912iS and 915iS engines, a company tour of BRPRotax’s

for aircraft status see Buyers’ Guide on bmaa.org
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Blink, and you’d
miss it, but…
20 West, by Steve Ford
Published by 20WestBook.com.
£8.99 paperback, £2.99 Kindle
THIS book mentions the word microlight
just once, and that only in passing.
But BMAA members are a catholic lot,
and if you want to learn what it’s like to
spend a lifetime working at the other end of
the flying spectrum as a flight engineer and
commercial pilot, this book will not disap
point.
On several occasions, recipients of a
BMAA bursary have written in MF of their
desire for a career in aviation, and these
folk in particular will enjoy the book, which
takes the reader from a childhood in a very
airminded family through flight engineer
ing training, and then piloting business jets,
light aircraft, jumbos, you name it, for dec
ades.
It is obvious on every page that Steve Ford absolutely loved his job, and as befits
a person who has taken a pride in his professionalism, there are no tales of derring
do. However, there are descriptions of a few situations scary enough to make you
glad you weren’t in the plane.
He also describes many of the people he worked with, but the characterisation
is rather bland, and I concluded that he was trying very hard not to upset anyone.
Either that, or he really is the kind of person who gets on with everybody.
I’ve always felt that careers advisors spend too much time discussing the merits
or otherwise of various ways to gainfully fill 40 hours per week, and too little of the
effect of those activities on the other (24x7)40 hours.
In that respect, this book misses an opportunity, for I found myself wanting more
insight into the effect on personal and family life of such an itinerant existence.
Despite these criticisms, this is a worthwhile read which many members will
enjoy, particularly young people contemplating a flying career.
Norman Burr

Letters

Crunch time

ELDERLY TWO-STROKES

Worthy but worthless
DEAR EDITOR
The last issue had a very interesting interview with Joan Walsh,
and Avgas is always a delight to read, but left me with some
thoughts regarding the future of microlights.
Regarding upping the weight to 600kg, which will obviously
lead to more sophisticated aircraft with all manner of gizmos, I
am not fully persuaded that this is the way to the future; particularly as I am at present having some difficulty with a brand new
Mercedes motorhome in which the computers aren’t talking to
each other, leading to it being christened the Haunted Snail.
One downside now is the devaluation of the early aircraft such
as the Thruster, AX3 and others, powered by two-strokes which
are reliable if looked after and cared for. As a result, a modern
high-performance bicycle is worth more than an AX3 on the
open market.
An AX3 may not be fast, but then it stops you getting lost
so much quicker than a faster aircraft. As long as you know how
high, how fast and what direction you are heading, that’s enough
for most pilots with a good map.
I don’t want a cockpit that looks like it came out of a 737, but
no doubt at some time in the near future we’ll have a traffic collision avoidance system fitted, and blind flying panels for frustrated jet jockeys.
I work on the Boeing principal of a dark cockpit, ie no warning
10
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lights showing means it’s all working as it should, and sometimes
less information means less stress and worry to deal with.
It is unfortunate that those who learnt to fly on the likes of
a C42 often look with distain on the early aircraft, thinking they
aren’t much fun, but there’s so much pleasure to be had by just
bimbling around the area at a steady 50mph, looking down and
thinking that for thousands of years people wanted to fly, and
now we are lucky enough to be able to do it.
Having said that, so much pleasure is also lost, at least in
Hampshire, due to airways, restricted zones, airports, concerns at
busting zones and areas where you daren’t fly in case you end
up being shot at by a disgruntled farmer (maps for Lasham glider
pilots are marked where not to land out).
But is it worth it? Yes, so let’s keep flying simple, as it is in SSDR
aircraft. You can usually tell if the aircraft is climbing or descending quicker than the VSI can anyway, so look out the window
rather than at a screen.
Tim Gardner
ex-TST driver and owner
of a Shadow and AX3
Above Tim Gardner landing at the Brimpton fly-in in his much
loved TST

Jones passes the test
DEAR EDITOR
My, what a spiffing last issue, from
stunning cover to stunning cover.
I found the contents so interesting that
I completely forgot to eat my breakfast or
feed the birds. They seemed off their ap
petites. It wasn’t until I moved one dust
bin and found a raptor lurking behind the
other that I understood.
Adrian Jones’s flight test was in a
league of its own! There was a time when
Francis Donaldson’s set the benchmark,
but he appears not to be coaxed from his
workshop any more.
His gift was to be able to combine great
funds of flying and engineering skills al
with a way with words that ended up,
word for word, with precisely what the
reader wanted to know: good enough to
persuade them that if they were given the
machine, they’d be 100% certain to fly it
solo straight away.
Quite a gift, and Adrian Jones exhibits
the same ability. More please! Who took
the remarkable photos?
Anthony Preston
Anthony, you are not alone in your admiration
of Adrian’s flight tests. I’m very lucky to have
him, David Bremner, Paul Bennett and our
flexwing guru Steve Uzochukwu as our testing
2
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David Kavanagh came home with lots
of useful goodies from his GASCo safety
evening

Alto TG 912
450/600kg

panel, and as you’ll see in this issue, David’s
been having fun in the lovely Sherwood Ranger, an aircraft I’ve long loved and now with the
D-Motor as its standard powerplant.
I always loved Francis’ tests, and although he hasn’t done one in the LAA magazine for a while, Clive Davidson’s are just as
fascinating and readable.
I passed on your praise to Adrian, and he
said:
“That’s very gratifying, Geoff and Anthony. It makes it all worthwhile. It’s difficult
to know how much technical detail to put
in but I hope that it encourages the reader
to learn more about stability and control,
and other things.
“The photos of the production aircraft,
G-OEGO, were supplied by the designer,
Giotto Castelli, and the ones of the prototype, G-EFUN, were mine, taken on
the day. So I can’t take any credit for the
spectacular front cover image.”
Ed.

Better apart

Sleek & smooth
40–108kt cruise TAS
Takeoff 250 metres
Glider towing
Stick controls

DEAR EDITOR
After reading the letters from Deepak
Mahajan and John Murphy last month re
garding the possible BMAA-LAA merger,
my feelings are of great uncertainty of this
taking place.
I have been a member of both, and
have many years of experience of flying
various aircraft. I feel both have their place
as flying associations, but should never be
brought together, as with most situations
like this, one will draw the short straw
and surely miss out.
Yours sincerely,
Roland Sinclair-Brown w

for aircraft status see Buyers’ Guide on bmaa.org

DEAR EDITOR
I attended my first GASCo safety event
at the Boscombe Down Aviation Collec
tion, hosted by Hugh Sillett of the col
lection and delivered by Mike Benson,
GASCO’s Regional Safety Officer for the
west of England.
If your readers haven’t been to one of
these events before, I’d recommend they
give it a go. There were great insights due
to Mike’s presentation style, which struck
the right balance of serious messaging de
livered with humour.
There was quite a cross-section of at
tendees – different types of licence holders
(ATPL, CPL, PPL), some with thousands
of flying hours, some just setting off on
the aviation journey and even a SATCO to
complete the lineup.
Unlimited custard creams, Bourbons
and chocolate digestives were on offer, but
the Hobnobs were noticeable by their ab
sence. However, that was more than com
pensated for by a useful takeaway pack of
goodies, and it’s also a great opportunity
to chew the fat with like-minded aviation
bods.
David Kavanagh

LiteFlightGreen

‘Ne w’
Su m m e r
Sp e c i a l

Bathawk 912
450kg

Robust & rugged
Stick controls
Land and takeoff in 50 metres

77kt cruise TAS

LiteFlightGreen IOM Ltd
Contact Doug King
+44 75033 95329
doug@liteflightgreen.com
January 2020 11
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1000 at 80
DEAR EDITOR
Paddy Wright has been a BMAA
member for 20 years, and today
clocked up his 1000th flying hour
on his 80th birthday.
His real name is Terence Wright,
originally from Co Cavan, hence
“Paddy”, although that’s not my
fault: apparently his mother told
him that whatever his name was,
he’d always be called Paddy.
Starting in 1998 at the microlight school at Lichfield, with Mick
Shea on Pegasus XLs, he later flew
a Flash 2a and Quantum 582.
He called me in 2005 and said:
“Mick, the old age I’ve been saving for has arrived, and I want to
buy a new Quantum 912”, which
he did, then owned it for eight
years.
He now flies a Quik 912 which
has revolutionised his flying, and
he’s up for every camping trip
going from our base at Cottage
Farm, Leicestershire.
Kind regards, Mick Moulton

w

Unreal aeroplanes
DEAR EDITOR
I bumped in to a couple of old friends
on Sunday and they said that their son
was working in England and was learn
ing to fly.
I asked if he was learning on micro
lights and was told: “No, real aeroplanes.”
12
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Charlie Ellingworth – hoping to head to Morocco with advice from MF’s team of
globetrotters…

Pumas at Yatesbury, by Sean McRandle

I nearly said maybe they’d like to com
pare his poxy club C152 with the perfor
mance of our syndicate Foxbat or Sting.
I think it’s time we revised our vocabu
lary and decided if we are holding on to
the name microlight because of all the ag
ing old farts, including me, who evolved
with pride from the days when micro
lights were actually “lawnmowers in the
sky”.
We need to recognise that mothers and
partners have to approve the considered
antics of wouldbe new recreational pi
lots. A photo or two quickly revised my
friends’ opinions, but we won’t always get
a second chance to make a first impres
sion
The term Light Sports Aircraft can cov
er a multitude of sins without scaring the
bejaysus out of the prospect’s next of kin.
John Hughes

No time for a bite
DEAR EDITOR
Aircraft photographer and instructor
Sean McRandle captured a great shot of
a flight of three Pumas midway through a
training exercise as they lingered over the
runway at Yatesbury, home of the Wilt
shire Microlight Centre.
I did give PPR, and their timing was
almost to the second. And I did have
the Hobnobs ready, but they didn’t hang
around long enough.
Regards,
Tony Hughes

Advice on Africa
DEAR EDITOR
I am planning a trip to Morocco in Jan

uary. I just wondered if any readers have
done this and can throw me some pearls
of wisdom? The previous recommenda
tion in MF of the airfield near Barcelona
was fantastic. Thank you.
Charlie Ellingworth
Jon Hilton replies: I flew the Italy, Crete, Alexandria route to North Africa and then on
to Jordan.
I did try to fly into Morocco four or five
years ago heading to the Western Sahara,
which is disputed territory, and the authorities were problematic. Essentially they seem to
be on a war footing with their neighbours, and
“lickle” aircraft get frowned upon.
You might want to try a chap called Eddie at GASE Aviation (ops@gasupportegypt.
com). If you plan to stay alongside the Med
you may be OK. Eddie will know.
I don’t recommend North Africa. Too hot.
Damn big desert. No Rotax engineers. Inflated prices. Constantly being asked to fly above
10,000ft. Terrorism. Enhanced risk of death.
Corruption in general, mad heat (watching
sweat bubble away on my skin whilst being
kept at a holding point for an eternity), bad
food (I picked up hepatitis, so make sure all
your jabs are up to date), running low on fuel
yet still being vectored miles away from where
I wanted to go, plus vapour lock and the prop
stopping above the desert. You have to laugh.
Everyone seems to prefer dollars, so I’d
take a bunch. And always keep a reserve in
case you get abducted, which sounds like a glib
thing to say, but it may save your life.
I hated every moment. It might be fun,
though.
Andy Hodder: I flew down from South
Wales to Southern Spain (Malaga) in my
Skyranger Swift II in August. More than
happy to share my route and stops with you

if required. It’s important to note that in late
September, EASA changed the application
form and procedure for permission to fly a microlight in Spain.
Merv Middleton: I haven’t been there yet.
I did lots of research and was put off by my
findings: flight plan for every flight, avgas only
and even that is in short supply. Mandatory to
take a flight info service with routing miles off
track to compulsory reporting points, adverse
comments of lengthy delays and official corruption etc. However, this was several years
ago, so it might have changed…
I met French pilot Jerome Prompsy at
Aero Expo Friedrichshafen, who is well travelled across North Africa and has also done
Fly-UK.
He was very knowledgeable and keen to assist. I believe he is involved in the French ULM
organisation and has organised several of its
rallies to Africa.
I’m pretty sure if you asked him for his
help he would be a font of knowledge. He’s at
jerome.prompsy@free.fr.

… and a taste of what awaits him in
North Africa, courtesy Jon Hilton

Space and pace
for a brace

The first thing I always do is the quiz,
but I find myself at odds with question
five.
“When carburettor heat is applied, it
also…”
The answer given is 5a, “leans the mix
ture”, but my thinking is that the warmer
air is less dense, therefore there is less
air mixing with the same amount of fuel.
Therefore it should be 5b, “richens the
mixture”.
If I have got my physics completely
messed up, please do put me right.
With many thanks for a really excellent
magazine.
Roger Whiteley
Roger, readers Bob Tadman and David Norwood, below, raised the same point. I checked
with MF quizmaster Lawrence Bell, and
he said: “Yes, they are absolutely correct. I
changed the question, but I didn’t change the
answer.”
In a moment of wildly impetuous generosity, I’ve sent Lawrence a quid from the MF w

DEAR EDITOR
I’ve not flown a Tanarg for a while, but
had the pleasure of flying one today.
I think sometimes we forget how spoilt
we are with modern aircraft. What a super
flying machine: I had over 1400ft/min on
climbout, just a tad more than my Drag
onfly, and 70mph was very easy to achieve
hands off at 3900rpm, so lots more speed
if needed.
The comfort was just amazing, with so
much space. I would think it’s the perfect
bivouac machine.
Clive Mason

Mixture mix-up 1
DEAR EDITOR
I’ve just received the latest issue of my
favourite magazine. Fantastic!

w

Letters

Gently does it,
chaps and chapesses

w

SAFETY

Lawrence Bell on the delicate art of trimming

Vico Gutiérrez flying the PulsR in Mexico
w Hobnobs fund to buy a wet lettuce and give

himself a light thrashing – Ed.

Mixture mix-up 2
DEAR EDITOR
Firstly, I was surprised by the quiz
answer which said that carburettor heat
leans the mixture.
I was a GA pilot first many years ago,
and the old Lycoming always ran a little
rough during heat, and hotter air is less
dense, so I googled and found this: “Hot
air is less dense, so you have less dense air
going in to the engine for the same amount
of fuel (if you didn’t touch the mixture).
The engine runs on a richer mixture.”
Secondly, with a Pitts on the opposite
page to the quiz, I’m wondering where the
British Minimum Aircraft Association is
going!
Still, it’s always great to read ILAFFT
stories, and they’re all valid, but, all the
same…
Talking of ILAFFT. I have a personal
GA story from years past, which is exotic

and with a valid lesson for us all today!
Shall I?
I’m still only half way through enjoy
ing this month’s as usual great mag, so
keep up the good work. Young Chloe is a
wonderful pic! Reminds me of my daugh
ters in my Quicksilver at the turn of the
century. Gasp…
All the best,
Dave Norwood
Dave, many thanks. As you’ll see from Roger
Whiteley’s letter above, you’re not the only
one to spot that in the quiz. Sure thing about
the ILAFFT story. Send it to John Teesdale at
john@bmaa.org. Same for any readers with a
salutary tale we can all learn from.

PulsR sets pulse racing
DEAR EDITOR
Bill Brooks suggested I send you some
photos of me flying a PulsR in Mexico,
taken with a wide angle lens on a Fusión
GoPro.
You can see more of my photos and
videos at aireimagen.com.
Best regards
Vico Gutiérrez

Vico, you win the prize for the most innovative photos ever – or possibly a world altitude
record. Many thanks – Ed.

Wet lettuce all round
DEAR EDITOR
I enjoyed reading my latest MF yester
day while waiting for the thick fog to clear
at Luton for an easyJet flight to Lisbon.
I did have a little chuckle to myself
when reading in In the Cockpit that Joan
Walsh would have liked the Dalai “Llama”
at her dinner party. Presumably a South
American version of the inspirational gen
tleman?
Regards,
Simon Fage
Simon, good spot! I passed that on to Joan,
and “Embarrassed of Chelmsford” replied:
“Aargh! I think humble apologies are due to
His Holiness. I blame the spell chequer.”
You’d think I’d have caught that, having
ridden a motorbike through South America
on the way to Alaska and seen enough of
them. Llamas, that is, not wise old Tibetan
■
Buddhists – Ed.

Don’t let the British weather frustrate your training!
FLY365 Ltd now offers Flight Training

on Portugal’s Algarve at the
‘Aerodrome De Lagos’

• 10 and 20 hours Flight Training Blocks
• Hour building • Ground school
• Ground Exams & GSTs available Oct. through April
New and Refurbished Aircraft: Quantum 912, and Ikarus C42
14

Check Out Fly365’s website at www.fly365.co.uk and click
on the
Microlight
Flying‘SUN’ for more information on winter ﬂying in the Algarve

Telephone 01673 885111 • Mobile 07831 439651

Between Sep
tember 1st,
2017 through
to June
1st, 2018 the
air field lost
only 8 days fl
ying
due to weath
er!

A STUDENT pilot has
set off on his solo cross
country flight. The Euro
star reaches cruising al
titude, and the student
lowers the nose before
reducing power.
Once the aircraft
is stabilised, he slowly
pushes the trim lever
forward until he feels the
pressure disappear from
the stick, and the aircraft
begins to hold a level
flight attitude.
In smooth conditions,
it will now be possible for
him to fly handsoff un
less an altitude or course
change is required.
With the workload
reduced, he now has
enough time to communicate with ATC and navigate
the aircraft.
Taking the time to trim the aircraft correctly will
greatly reduce the pilot workload and stress. In order
to do this, you must first understand the correct pro
cess for trimming the aircraft.

Establish attitude and speed first

It’s a common mistake to adjust the trim before the
attitude and power have been correctly set. Using the
trim in place of the elevator is guesswork, and will
result in oscillations.
Faced with such a situation, the workload of a pi
lot increases instead of decreasing. We keep juggling
with the trim, and it soon leads to frustrations as the
other tasks in the cockpit call us back.
Firstly, the stick should be used to establish the
desired attitude, then power should be adjusted to
maintain the desired speed. Once the aircraft has set
tled, the trim should then be adjusted only to remove
the forces on the stick.

Understand how the aircraft will
react when it is trimmed

It’s important to understand that an aircraft has the
ability to restabilise. This means that you should not

respond to every minor change in pitch during tur
bulence.
Most light aircraft are speedstable once trimmed,
which means that any change in power will result in
a change of attitude, while the speed will remain the
same. For example, if the power is reduced during
the cruise, the aircraft may momentarily decelerate,
but then it will pitch down and accelerate back to the
original speed, perhaps with a few oscillations first.
This will continue until a pitch adjustment is made
by the pilot or the airplane is reconfigured with flaps.

Above Eurostar
trim (left); and
C42 trim (right).
Both photos: John
Teesdale

Trimming the aircraft on approach
An aircraft that has been trimmed correctly on final
approach will be more speedstable. This will mean
that the pilot spends less effort concentrating on
holding speed and can work more on the glideslope
and runway alignment.
However, the pilot should be aware of the trim po
sition in the event of a goaround. Sharply increasing
power from idle to full may result in an abrupt pitch
change, which could result in deceleration. Particular
caution should be applied to airspeed and pitch at
titude in this event.
■
• Lawrence Bell is the developer of QuizAero, the online
ground school for microlight student pilots, quizaero.co.uk.
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SAFETY

A-Z of D,
spelled out for ATC
A controller told a pilot that microlights weren’t allowed into Class D
airspace, says John Teesdale. The BMAA put him right

“”

Never be
tempted
to push
on into

worsening
weather

Below
This means you.
Don’t get into IMC
accidentally

IN the November issue, I talked about the famous
quote: “Learn from the mistakes of others; you
haven’t enough time to make them all yourself.”
There is much to be gained from reading about the
mistakes of others, in that it might prevent you from
doing the same, so I invited BMAA members to write
in and tell their stories of incidents or accidents so
that others could learn from them.
They are starting to trickle in now, and will appear
in MF from next month. If you have a story that oth
ers might learn from, please don’t be shy; let’s hear
it, and don’t forget that it can be published anony
mously if you wish.
This principle also lies at the heart of the Con
fidential Human Factors Incident Reporting Pro
gramme (CHIRP), whose members analyse incident
reports sent in by pilots and then issue a quarterly
General Aviation Feedback publication summarising
the causes.
The November edition contains a couple of inter
esting accounts which I thought worthy of repeating
here.

1 Microlight refused entry to
Class D airspace when trying
to avoid weather
A microlight pilot attempted to transit a Class D CTA
in order to avoid bad weather. Despite the pilot ex
plaining his predicament, the controller refused en
try, so the pilot was forced to fly a long circuitous
route around the CTA. In doing so, he was forced to
fly low and very close to heavy showers which, as well
as being turbulent, he described as: “At one point, it
was like a bucket was being tipped over the canopy,
such was the tight squeeze I was having to do be
tween the downpours and the CTA.”
The pilot was understandably aggrieved at the at
titude of ATC, so he phoned later and spoke to a sen
ior controller, who told him that, according to their
notes, microlights were not allowed to enter Class D
airspace!
The BMAA then called the ATC unit. It transpired
that the local ATC instructions were an incorrect
extension of the longestablished nonacceptance of
microlights operating at this particular airport.
The airport authority will submit a change to its
procedures to delete the reference to microlights not
being allowed in Class D airspace, and also from the
AIP entry that prevents microlights using the airport.
Safety was clearly being compromised here, so
what could have been done differently to avoid the
situation?
• The pilot had obtained weather reports which
gave a 30% chance of showers. Not unusually,
the weather report was wrong.
You must always be prepared for weather to be worse
than forecast and have a Plan B, even if that is a sim
ple as turning around and going back.
He did say in his report: “I am all for having a
Plan B, and could have turned back, but a little col
laboration goes a long way; we are, after all, sharing
airspace?”
Continuation bias, or pushonitis, can have a very
strong influence when you are in a tight situation. It’s
not easy to think clearly and logically when you are
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under pressure and stressed. It has been the cause
of many accidents, some fatal. Never be tempted to
push on into worsening weather.
• ATC could have been more helpful. In this
instance, ATC was wrongly informed that
microlights could not enter Class D. However,
it claims that from the replay of the voice tapes,
the pilot did not make clear the extent of his
predicament, ie the severity of the weather.
Chirp rightly pointed out that he could have declared
an emergency. It said: “The reporter could have con
sidered declaring an emergency to be permitted to
enter controlled airspace.
“Many pilots are reluctant to do this because of
concerns about the procedures and subsequent in
vestigations. These concerns are misplaced. The
declaration of an emergency helps controllers by al
lowing them to give priority to an aircraft that is in
distress or simply running out of options.
“It is common for pilots under pressure to have
difficulty remembering standard RT phraseology; if
that is the case, plain language is perfectly acceptable
in an emergency.”
So, there you have it – if you’re in trouble, don’t
just shout, scream!
Regarding ATC being aware of the weather, the
pilot commented: “The controller surely would have
had weather radar in front of him, seeing the obvious
predicament I was explaining.”
CHIRP replied: “Modern radars employ process
ing techniques that filter out weather returns, and the
controller would not have been aware of the presence
or location of the heavy rain until advised by the re
porter.”
Moral – never assume!

2 VFR into IMC

This account by a GA pilot describes what could eas
ily have happened to the microlight pilot in the first
story. I’ve copied and pasted it verbatim as I think it
gets the point across very well.
“On the return leg of a long crosscountry flight, I
noticed that the cloudbase began to decrease and
a large patchy area of rain showers lay in front of
me.
“I was confident that I would be able to find
gaps between the showers to find my home
airfield and, if not, I would be able to turn
around and fly back the way I had come to divert.
“Approximately five miles away from my
destination, I noticed that a shower was sitting
over the airfield, so I tracked along the edge of it
with the airfield to my right, hoping to see a gap.
“I had another rain shower ahead of me and
another one to my left, but I was still content that
the option of turning around was still there.
“After making a right turn, I suddenly found
myself in IMC. As a nonIMC rated pilot, I knew
I had to execute the 180˚ “get out of trouble”
turn we’re taught on the PPL syllabus. This is
something I had not practised for some time, and

I felt very rusty. I definitely did not feel in control
of the aircraft at this point!
“The manoeuvre did work, however, and put
me back in to VMC. Unfortunately, though, my
plan of heading back the way I had come was no
longer an option because the rain had enveloped
that path, and I was now trapped in a pocket of
clear sky.
“Eventually, after a few minutes of circling,
a hole opened up, and I was able to find a clear
path to the airfield and landed safely.
“On reflection of this flight, I was quite
surprised how quickly one can end up in IMC.
What started out as simple showerdodging
quickly became a desperate situation that
required instrument flying skills to get out of. I
always thought it would never happen to me and
that having an escape plan would be enough.
“I think a number of things can be learnt.
Firstly, this patchy band of rain showers was in
the forecast, I was naive in thinking that I would
be able to dodge the showers, especially without
an IMC rating. Flying through a narrow gap of
showers is not wise, weather is always changing
and the option of turning around may not be
there.
“Finally, I would recommend that any non
IMC rated pilot regularly practise the 180˚ turn
in simulated IMC in any type you fly (with a
safety pilot, of course). When was the last time
you practised it? I know that it saved me on this
occasion.”
This report shows how quickly weather can change,
and equally how quickly your options may be re
duced.
Microlight pilots do not have the option to do a
180˚ turn on instruments, so the only thing you can
do if you are surrounded by weather is to land.
The precautionary landing procedure taught in
basic training, which is designed to minimise the in
evitable risk of landing in an unfamiliar field, should
be used. Leave sufficient time to so this safely. If
you’ve not practised one recently or can’t remember
the routine, fly with an instructor and get some re
fresher training.
■

Above
Note to ATC – these
aren’t the only
things allowed in
Class D

“”

If you’re

in trouble,
don’t just
shout,
scream!
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Training tips

IZ
U
Q
O
R
C
I
M
1 When a marshaller places both palms down and
arms down then moves their arms up and down
several times, what are they indicating?
a move to guidance of next marshaller
b slow down
c turn to starboard
2 When operating under Special VFR, the aircraft
must operate below a speed of
a 250kt
b 165kt
c 140kt
3 What is the maximum total weight authorised
for a single-seat microlight amphibian?
a 315kg
b 390kg
c 330kg
4 A glider overtaking another aircraft in flight
a must overtake on the left
b must overtake on the right
c can overtake on either side
5 The 1:250,000 scale Aeronautical Chart depicts
airspace up to
a 6000ft AMSL
b 5000ft AMSL or FL55
c 10,000ft AMSL or FL100
MF’s quizmaster Lawrence Bell is the developer of
QuizAero, the online ground school for microlight
student pilots, quizaero.co.uk.
Answers on p20

GASCO
General Aviation Safety Council

GASCo, the General Aviation Safety Council, is a charity whose
members are aviation organisations. Its aim is to make aviation
safer through education. It presents the CAA safety evenings, runs
seminars and provides safety information through its magazine
and website, gasco.org.uk.

CHIRP

CHIRP, the Confidential Human Incident Reporting Programme,
reviews and analyses reports from pilots, then publishes them so
others can learn. Get the app at chirp.co.uk.
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Get your
armchair
rating
by John Teesdale
Save time and money by “armchair
flying” at home
Practice your checklists and radio calls. Run through
procedures like altimeter settings and circuit joins.
Lessons cost around £2 a minute. Armchair flying is free.
Well, unless you have to buy an armchair.

Don’t be afraid of the ground exams

All things
wings
The latest from the BMAA Wings Awards
Hero of the month: David Cawdery

At the age of 71, and with more cash spent than I’d originally
counted on, I had the piece of paper that said I was a pilot.
Now it was time to learn how to fly, but what next? Local flights
were OK, but something more ambitious was required. Very sup
portive friends got me out of the circuit, and Shobdon, Old War
den and Fenland became possible, but there are only so many cof
fee and lunch flights that can hold your attention.
Ambition set in, and Kirkbride, the former RAF wartime airfield
near Carlisle, became a 480nm twoday return trip target.
Scary stuff, but a flying friend opted to be copilot, and many
coffees later, a plan emerged and we started looking for a weather
window. Despite all the anxiety, it went very well.
Looking back, it was planned to death, but this has now be
come standard practice and “planning, planning, planning” our
mantra.
So now, how to further expand? With perfect timing, the BMAA
announced the Wings Scheme in early 2019. This was a challenge
too good to miss, so I took the first step and prepared for the
Bronze Award.
The supplementary requirements of the various stages of the
scheme, being Safety, Flight Skills and Educational, provided a
welcome return to basics and the possibility of stirring the cer
ebral stuff. A steady approach of study, review and application led
me though the various stages of Bronze through to Diamond. Of

course, there was considerable input advice from flying colleagues
(not all sound or in agreement).
Many of the tasks I had never done before, and created an
amount of apprehension, aka fright, but what has to be done has
to be done.
Looking back at my Wings journey, MATZ RT, planning flying
to France, flying to France and flying into a fully operational mili
tary airfield have been the highlights, and of course, planning has
been the basis of all of them.
From thinking it unlikely at my age to learn to fly, then from
GST to achieving my Diamond Wings, has taken just over four
years. I’m delighted. Give it a go, and expand your horizons.

This month’s roll of honour

Your instructor will help you through. Some schools offer
group evening classes to cover the ground subjects,
while others may offer one-to-one tuition. When a
flying lesson is cancelled due to weather, consider using
the time to study the ground subjects, either self-study
or, if possible, with your instructor.

Ask questions
Your instructor will be pleased to help you. There are
no stupid questions in aviation, and the more questions
you ask, the faster you’ll learn and understand the
material. In aviation, you’ll learn never to leave anything
to chance. Everything has to be checked and doublechecked to ensure the highest possible safety standards.

November has proved to be a busy month for awards in the BMAA
Wings scheme! Many congratulations to Paul Dickinson, Stuart
Waite, Nushin Elahi and Brendan Digney, all receiving bronze.
Additionally, John McCluskey, Chris Simmonds and Brendan
Digney successfully completed the BMAA Strip Skills Flight Di
ploma.
A special mention goes to David Cawdery, above, for being the
first recipient of the coveted diamond award. Huge congratulations
to David, who will also be the first BMAA Wings Ambassador.

Mentoring

News

Don’t forget to have fun!

GASCo Safety Evenings this month are 27 January at Breighton
airfield, 29 at Chatteris airfield and 30 at Eshott and Rochester
airfields. The full 2020 list is at gasco.org.uk/flightsafetyinforma
tion/safetyevenings.
Get involved in the BMAA Wings Scheme and make yourself
a better pilot at bmaa.org/wings, or for more details email the
scheme coordinator, BMAA Chief Inspector Rob Mott, at wings@
bmaa.org.
■
Above David Cawdery with his trusty steed, Papa Alpha. The pair
have racked up 4000nm in the quest for a BMAA Wings Diamond
Award

Take every opportunity to go flying as a passenger with
an experienced qualified club pilot.
This is not a substitute for instruction, but a chance
to experience what lies ahead after all the hard work!
You may be able to help with some flying tasks such
as lookout, and when you have had suitable training,
navigation.
■

Let’s hear your stories
IF you’ve had an accident, incident or close call that
others might learn from, please send it to me at john@
bmaa.org. We will not disclose your name if you would
prefer to remain anonymous.
If your story is published in MF, you will receive a free
place on a ground-based BMAA course of your choosing.
Safe flying!
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TECHTALK

IN THE COCKPIT

The past is your future
Check the history of your type for
known faults, says Roger Pattrick

Above
A cracked keel
tube on a Rainbow
Safari trike

“

How many
aircraft
owners are
aware of
issues in the
past?
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IN the technical office, we like to receive photographs
showing defects, and just such an email was recently
received from a council member.
It came with a photo, and said: “From time to time
I make it a point to check the keel tube that lies be
hind the hang bolt bracket on my flexwing.
“I’ve done this ever since I discovered a cracked
keel tube on a Rainbow Safari trike that I frequently
flew while working for Batoka Sky in Africa.
“Fortunately, Batoka Sky had/have a rigorous in
spection program, without which this serious frac
ture may not have been detected.”
Cracks in structures are not unknown, and can
occur for a variety of reasons, but once spotted, the
part must be either repaired, such as a crack in an
exhaust, or replaced. Never ignore it, as it will only
get worse.
The wing keel story reminded me about an early
problem regarding Quik wing keels, and then further
thoughts about a crack that I once spotted in a drag
link on a Gemini Flash 2 Alpha trike.
Like the extreme crack shown in the photograph,
they were spotted before any serious damage was
done and before the part failed completely, but how
many owners of these aircraft are actually aware that
these issues have occurred in the past?
In the case of the Quik it was in 2006, and in the
case of the Gemini Flash 2 Alpha, 1993.
How do I know these dates? Simple: service bul
letins were published by the manufacturer warning
operators of these aircraft about the problems: P&M

Aviation SB122 for the Quik and Mainair SB41 for the
drag link bracket.
In both cases a fi x was available, although in both
cases this did not totally eliminate the problem, just
extended the life of the component while still requir
ing regular checks on the airframe.
As aircraft get older and pass on to new owners,
some of the knowledge gets lost, as does some of the
paperwork. Some of these aircraft have now become
SSDRs, and therefore are outside the regulatory over
sight of official inspectors, leaving the responsibility
totally with the owner/pilot.
So do check through all of the paperwork that you
got with your aircraft, no matter how dogeared and
weathered it is, and also check and read the old ser
vice bulletins that are still available on manufactur
ers’ websites.
You will find that some of these service bulletins
list repeat inspections that are not in the operator’s
manuals. In the case of Pegasus and Mainair aircraft,
these service bulletins go back to the very early days
of microlighting, but are still as relevant today as they
were when first published, possibly more so for the
deregulated aircraft. They also give an interesting in
sight into the history and development of the various
lines of aircraft.
All responsible manufacturers publish safety data,
so make a point of checking this information and see
ing if it is relevant to your aircraft.
Finally, we at the BMAA Technical Office try to
keep copies of manufacturers’ bulletins, so if you ar
en’t able to find them on a manufacturer’s website or
the manufacturer has ceased trading and there is no
longer any support, email us and we will try to supply
the documents for you.
■

MICROQUIZ
answers

1b slow down
2c 140kt
3c 330kg
A cracked
on a Rainbow
Safari
4c keel
cantube
overtake
on either
sidetrike
5b 5000ft AMSL or FL55

A man for all continents
Geoff Hill interviews the multingual and multitalented Donald Walker,
Peru’s most famous export since Paddington Bear
I WAS born in Scotland, thanks to the
Austrian corporal. When he became a
nuisance, my parents joined the 600 who
volunteered from Argentina to join the
RAFVR or WAAF.
My Dad flew bombers “big enough to
fit a doubledecker bus under the nose”.
My Mum plotted underground, which
was not as intriguing as it sounds.
Before all that, I’d arrived in Argentina
as a toddler and been sent to a British
school, where lessons were in Spanish in
the morning and English in the afternoon.
It was all change after lunch, when the
Malvinas became the Falklands and the
greatest writer was no longer Cervantes,
but Shakespeare. It was a relief to find that
2+2=4, morning and afternoon.

Our dog was quite famous in the neigh
bourhood because it understood English.
On leaving school at 17, I joined Lloyds
Banking Group, aka the black horse sta
ble, in Buenos Aires. Its subsidiary was
called Bank of London & South America
(Banco de Londres y America del Sud) in
Argentina.
That eventually led to work in Colom
bia, Ecuador, Peru, Korea, France and
the UK, and when Lloyds put me out to
pasture, I joined another bank in Luxem
bourg and worked there for seven years.
I’ve now been a retiree in East Sussex for
14 years, which is the longest time I have
spent in one place.
I started flying in hang gliders, and my
powered flying began when I arrived in

Lima, Peru, and it soon became evident
that the coastal desert was better suited to
powered flight.
I was taught to fly in a Quicksilver
MXII and went solo after seven hours. I
never did learn to navigate, though, as
it was totally unnecessary in a relatively
narrow desert with a great big mountain
range to the east and a great big ocean to
the west.
I had a share in a Quicksilver MXL
singleseater, then acquired an Ameri
can Aerolights Eagle left behind by Larry
Newman, its designer and manufacturer,
who had used it to make a National Geo
graphic film about flying with condors in
the Colca Valley.
I had to teach myself to myself to fly w
January 2020
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to Quito, Ecuador, high up in the Andes.
From my garden I could see hang gliders
flying from Mount Pichincha, and decided
to give it a go. Launching from 12,000ft to
land at 9000ft made the flying interesting.
It was then a slippery slope to microlight
ing, and my first aircraft was a Nomad de
signed by Rupert SweetEscott.

How long have you been in the
BMAA?
Since 1988, when I was in Korea.
1
w it, which must have been easy, because I

didn’t bend it.
The Eagle was left in Peru when I
moved to Korea, where I acquired an
Aerial Arts Chaser S. Flying it required
the gift of a bottle of whisky to the local
garrison commander, who would send
two conscripts in a Jeep to discourage
anyone from interfering with our use
of a lovely beach on the Yellow Sea as
a runway.
The Chaser came with me to France
and was based near Chartres. It was time
to get a licence, and the course consisted
of two flights of 20 and 30 minutes re
spectively.
The instructor spoke no English and
I spoke only schoolboy French, so com
munication was difficult, but he must
have reckoned I could fly, because he
signed me off and sent me to Orly for the
written exam. A French ULM licence
is valid for life, with no revalidation or
medical requirements.
In Luxembourg, I flew a Quantum
15. With just one ULM airfield in the
country, every landaway required cross
ing an international border, and it wasn’t
difficult to visit strips in Belgium, France
and Germany on a single outing.
Back in the UK I built a Zenair
CH601UL and joined the Whitehill
Farm Aero Club, with which I have
made many memorable trips abroad.
A SportCruiser replaced the Zenair,
and that in turn was replaced by my pre
sent aircraft, a Eurostar SL, which I am
very happy with. Being based at Dean
land in East Sussex means day trips
to France can be made at short notice,
which on a nice summer day makes the
temptation of a good lunch and money
back from HMRC difficult to resist.
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Why microlights?

2

What did you want to be when you
grew up?
A motorcycle mechanic. That was scup
pered by a family friend getting me a job
in a bank.

Best and worst subjects at school?
Geography and chemistry.

Favourite book?
Cooper’s Creek, by Alan Moorehead. It
is the story of Burke and Wills, who at
tempted to cross Australia in 186061.

Favourite film?
Lawrence of Arabia.

Favourite country?
I am living in the UK by choice, so that
answers the question.

Which two people have been most
important in your life so far?
The one who had me and the one who had
my kids.

Vices and virtues?
Many and none.

Any regrets?
No. Even the dumbest thing I ever did
turned out very well. When my motor
Photos
1 Donald flying over Lima in 1987, taken
by his wife Jean from their 21st floor
apartment
2 Donald at the Sandown Eurostar fly-in
in June 2019 (photo: Paul Kiddell)
3 Donald’s first aircraft, the Nomad trike
designed by Rupert Sweet-Escott,
with a wing from Donald’s hang glider
4 Donald in an Eagle at San Bartolo in
Peru

I can afford one.
cycle skidded in the wet in Argentina and
Jean and I both came off, I picked the bike
up before my pillion passenger.
Jean made it quite clear I had to choose
between her and the bike, so I did, and
bought an engagement ring with the cash
from the sale. In November we celebrated
our golden wedding in Argentina, coinci
dentally driving past the scene of that fall.

What would be your perfect life?
Skipping UK winters.

Glass half full or half empty?
Half full.

Other hobbies?
Building aircraft: Zenair CH601UL, Sport
Cruiser and Eurostar SL completed, Vans
RV12 bits languishing in the garage.

Who would you come back as in
another lifetime?
Myself, good looking and rich.

Who would you invite to your ideal
dinner party?
No use listing them, as my wife wouldn’t
have them.

Sum up your lesson for life in a
sentence
I can’t. Nike has the copyright.

Describe yourself in five words

What do you fly?
A homebuilt Eurostar SL

3

Worst?

How many hours P1?

The 44yearold C172 used for my last
FAA flight review.

1100+

Things that flying’s taught you?

Which do you prefer, flexwing or
three-axis?

It’s only the next landing that matters.

Flexwing when it’s warm, threeaxis for
going places.

600kg, definitely.

Aviation highlights?
Eating guinea pig at roadside stalls after
hang gliding in Ecuador; provoking Do
berman guard dogs at chicken farms by
flying at 2ft above the surface so that they
were snapping at the pusher prop; landing
on a desert football pitch and waiting for
the angry groundsman to get close before
taking off in a cloud of sand; landing in a
stadium to entertain disadvantaged kids;
flying over our Lima neighbourhood so
that my wife could get a picture from our
21st floor apartment without a telephoto
lens; landing the Eagle engineoff and
hands off while flapping my arms in imi
tation of a bird, etc.
It was a lot of fun back then, with no
regulations to worry about.
Oh, and a trip to Sweden with a small
group from the Whitehall Farm Aero
Club.

472.5kg as a maximum or greater?
Happy with what the BMAA does?
Yes. If I wasn’t, I wouldn’t be a member,
since I fly an LAA aircraft.

Would you like to see any changes?
Yes, a merger with the LAA.

What do you think of MF?
I enjoy reading it, which must mean it’s
good. I have every copy since Flightline
SeptOct 1988.

Favourite airfield in UK, and why?
Old Warden. It has a good restaurant and
hosts the Shuttleworth Collection, which
always makes a visit interesting.

Favourite country visited in a
microlight?
France.

What would be your dream aircraft,
money no object?
No use dreaming about something that
will outperform me, so I’ll stick with the
RV12.

Future flying plans?
More of the same.

Tell us a surprising fact about yourself
I was once president of the Peruvian ultra
■
light aircraft association.

Worst moments?

75 and struggling to growup.

Discovering the price of beer when I got
to Sweden.

Earliest memory of flying?

Have you ever crashed?

A pleasure flight in a Cessna 172 over the
Pampas in 1968.

Yes, in four different countries. No drama,
but much embarrassment.

How did you get into microlighting?

Best aircraft you’ve flown?

I was into scuba diving on the Caribbean
coast of Colombia, when my job took me

Evektor Harmony LSA, big brother of the
Eurostar.

w

4
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Has the D
got the X
factor?

RotaX, that is.
David Bremner flies the
Sherwood Ranger with the
LF26 D-Motor to see if the
ubiquitous 912 has at last
got a worthy challenger

BEFORE microlights, the choice of aero engines for
single- and two-seaters was extremely limited – es
sentially the Lycoming and Continental range, plus
adaptations of the VW.
The early microlights used an enormous range of
engines: our Mitchell B10 had an unsilenced Villiers
250 single, a Suzuki 185 twin, a Hunting single and a
Valmet, all of which suffered myriad problems.
The Robin range proved very popular, but it was
the Rotax two-strokes that were the first to provide
reliable grunt at a reasonable price, coupled with the
superb service from Skydrive.
When Rotax introduced the 912 four-stroke, it
seemed absurdly sophisticated for our type of flying,
but rapidly came to dominate the market.
Over the years, others (the Jabiru and UL ranges,
for example) have attempted to penetrate the market,
but none has provided a serious challenge to the now
ubiquitous 912, which proved reliable from the start
and has maintained that reputation throughout. Of
course, the problem for all new types is that the best
way to demonstrate reliability is to have sold a lot of
engines…
The D-Motor is the latest challenger to the 912’s
prime slot, and in theory has a great deal going for it.
All four I’ve mentioned are flat-four four-strokes,
and all deliver around 80-90hp, but there are impor
tant differences.
The simplest is the 2.2 litre Jabiru with its wet
sump, direct drive, carburettor and air cooling.
Next up is the 2.6 litre UL260i which uses fuel
injection instead of a carburettor, but is otherwise
similar in configuration.
The 2.7 litre D-Motor also uses fuel injection, but
is liquid-cooled, with a dry sump. It is unique in us
ing the almost extinct sidevalve configuration, reck
oning that you don’t need efficient airflow through
the combustion chamber of a slow-revving engine.
The 1.2 litre Rotax is much the most complex,
running half the cubic capacity at double the rpm to
give equivalent power with an integral gearbox and a
dry sump. It requires both air and liquid cooling and
twin carburettors.
The Rotax 912 installation looks dreadfully com
plex, with hoses, ducts, cables and manifolds all w
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The combination of narrow engine and a substantial
radiator gives the nose a distinctive appearance, as
can be seen here and on the facing page. Access to
the top half of the engine is excellent
January 2020
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corded. Rotax knew exactly what it had sent you, ex
actly what it had done to it during manufacture, and
exactly where it had got the raw material.
If there subsequently proved to be an issue with
a particular part, Rotax would get to the bottom of
the problem, identify exactly which other parts might
be affected and notify the owners. It was that which
endeared the company to the aircraft manufacturers
who needed that kind of support for their products,
and it was they, not the homebuilders, who bought
the vast bulk of engines and ensured Rotax’s domi
nant place in the market.
So, 30 years down the line, does the 912 continue
to be as reliable? In general, it certainly does, though
my wallet is still feeling the pain of having to replace
both ignition units, and I’ve recently seen the wear
on the gearbox spline shaft caused by a chattering
torsion damper when the wrong weight of propeller
is fitted.
However, the quality remains as good as ever, and
the ability to trace defective parts through meticulous
record-keeping hasn’t changed.

Origins

Above
The fuel injection
breathes through
a single air filter
(top); and simple
cylinder heads
contain no
moving parts and
keep width to a
minimum (below)
Facing page
All the electrical
essentials are
duplicated
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w over the place. There are myriad things that could go

wrong with it: unbalanced carburettors, too much or
too little airflow flow through the radiator, oil cooler
or cylinder heads, gear and bearing wear in the gear
box or the amazingly basic torsion damper that con
nects the crankshaft and gearbox, rockers and shafts
in the cylinder heads requiring adequate lubrication
and hydraulic valve lifters with their requirement for
good oil supply.
Most engines, no matter how much time is spent
in design and development, require a “running-in”
period of service in the field to iron out remaining
issues. For some reason, the Rotax 912 didn’t seem
to suffer in this way and was reliable from the very
first. This wasn’t the case with the Jabiru and Werner
four-strokes, for example.
The 912 was also seen as very expensive, whether
it was a complete engine or spares. But what that
bought you was quality.
Every part of every engine was meticulously re

So where did the D-Motor come from? It was origi
nally conceived as a power source for the Maschelin
M58 Masquito two-seat helicopter, which needed a
unit that would operate in any orientation, so it used
a dry sump, fuel injection and liquid cooling.
Although side valves haven’t been used in cars
since the Ford Popular 100E ceased production in
the early 1960s (and that engine was a relic of 1930s
technology), adopting them for the D-Motor was an
inspired decision. It made a big difference to the
width of the unit, reduced the complexity and weight
of the valve gear (there are only three parts – cam,
follower and valve), but barely affected the efficiency,
since the engine was turning so slowly.
It’s also oversquare, meaning that the stroke of the
piston is less than the bore, which reduces its width
even further and reduces the piston speed, and there
fore the wear on the rings and cylinders.
Other technical details include Nikasil cylinder
liners and a five-bearing crankshaft. Fuel injection is
multipoint, improving efficiency.
For those who’ve only come across carburettors
before, the induction system starts with a single large
air filter connected to the throttle body and thence to
the inlet manifold leading to all four cylinders. Fuel
runs through a large filter into the pump which feeds
the multi-point injectors at the cylinder heads.
All the essentials are duplicated – fuel pumps,
ECUs, distributors and plugs. Electrical power can
be supplied by the battery on its own for 30-40min if
the 25A alternator packs up.
The design philosophy has been to re-use as much
experience as possible from endurance motor racing,
which mirrors the long periods at high power that
aero engines are expected to tolerate.
It has also focused on low maintenance cost. The
valve train, although mechanical, doesn’t require ad
justment for the first 1000h. Even for a school aircraft

that might do 500h a year, that’s two years down the
line. For most private owners, it’s maintenance that’s
likely to be carried out by their grandchildren.
Disposable items – plugs, filters and oil – are all
readily available on the mass market. The ECU has
been designed by a specialist company and the data
from it will soon be accessible by owners.
The company has been through a fairly tortuous
history that involved at one point scrapping all 50
engines in stock due to quality concerns, but the
current organisation, dating from 2005 and headed
by Peter Desmet, is well-funded and has a very wellequipped factory with all the latest CAD/CAM facili
ties and CNC machines, as used in F1 production
facilities, ensuring high-quality components.
Peter comes from a motorsport background and is
thoroughly familiar with what it takes to produce a
power unit that will perform reliably in a wide variety
of environments and working parameters.
Early units were given to operators around the
world to validate the design in as wide a range of
conditions as possible, and the resulting production
types are today available around the world.

“”

The D-Motor was originally
conceived as a power source
for a helicopter, which needed
a unit that would operate in any
orientation

The LF26 is specified in a variety of factory-built
aircraft in Europe, the most exciting of which is the
Peak Aerospace ME109R, a microlight version of the
eponymous warbird.
There is also a six-cylinder variant called the LF39
which is in use in a number of gyros and helicopters,
and is sponsored by the Belgian government.

Installation

Recently I was invited to The Light Aircraft Company
at Little Snoring in the depths of the Norfolk country
side to take a look at the latest variant of the LF26
installed in its Sherwood Ranger biplane.
It was one of those winter days of calm winds
and gin-clear skies that invite you skywards, and the
Ranger was sitting outside waiting for me when I ar
rived.
The cowling is so narrow it’s hard to believe
there’s a flat four in there. The large radiator under
neath slightly mars the smooth lines, but is necessary
because of the relatively slow speed of the Ranger w
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w and was developed for an earlier version of the engine

with a threebearing crank. The latest fivebearing
crank runs much cooler, so it might be possible to
make some improvements there, and other installa
tions are sleeker.
With the lid off, there’s plenty of room inside. The
engine is mounted on four vibration isolators identi
cal to those on the Jabiru and UL260. TLAC’s CEO,
Paul HendrySmith, pointed out that TLAC has en
sured that every single seal on the engine can be re
placed without dismantling the engine, which will
certainly ease the maintenance bills.
On the left side are the oil cooler and twin dis
tributors. On the right side, mounted on the firewall,
is a large fuel filter and twin fuel pumps which deliver
fuel at fairly low pressure to the individual inlet ports.
The oil and water tanks are on the centre line (the
water tank comes from a VW!) and the air manifold
is underneath, with a large doughnutshaped air filter
connected via a short length of SCAT hose.
The water pump is mounted on the front of the
engine. Because the radiator is mounted on the lower
cowling, access to the lower half of the engine bay
takes a little longer. The twin ECUs are mounted on
the rear of the firewall and require a headfirst dive
into the front cockpit to get access.
All in all, it’s a very nice installation, and – at least
according to the book figures – the lightest of all four.

Test

w

The D-Motor L26 as it arrives
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So how does it go? I was able to witness the engine
from the ground and the cockpit and found it a very
pleasurable experience. Of course, so much depends
on the individual installation that it’s hard to con
centrate on the effect of the engine itself, but I’ll do
my best. The fact that I tested this selfsame machine
when it was Rotaxpowered (albeit some 10 years
ago) obviously helps.
Starting is a doddle from warm – she fired on first
compression with the throttle just cracked open and
settled into a quiet burble at 700800rpm with mini
mal noise or vibration.
Opening the throttle produces an instant re
sponse; the ECUs seem well adjusted to provide in
stant power with no hesitation. The threebladed He
lix propeller produced a good deal more noise than
the engine, which even at high power was relatively
subdued.
Test pilot Jamie Milne demonstrated it first and
was off in a very short time. As on the ground, it was
the propeller noise that dominated, with the engine
itself just about detectable underneath. In the cruise
the whole aircraft was admirably quiet, and in the
glide it was just a whisper.
Then it was my turn. Settled into the cockpit, I
was impressed with the instant response and the
feeling of confidence the engine inspired. The climb
rate was excellent, and at all times the sound levels
were very low.
An opencockpit aircraft is hardly a typical en
vironment to try this out and it was definitely too
cold to consider removing my headgear, but I would

be absolutely confident about flying without hearing
protection – it should be a delight.
Of course this is an engine test, so I won’t tell you
what a huge pleasure it was to renew my acquaint
ance with the Sherwood Ranger, and the impossibil
ity of resisting the siren call to throw her around a bit
due to the wonderfully light aileron response.
It’s an utterly separate experience from sitting in
an enclosed cockpit, watching the miles tick off on
your GPS and wondering what food is available at the
airport café.
I’m not allowed to tell you about the visceral con
nection you feel with the machine, and the machine’s
relation to the air around her; let me just mention the
knowledge that she’s perfectly capable of making the
horizon perform a dance around you and gives you
the feeling that the Ranger will remain perfectly well
behaved, whatever you ask her to do. So I won’t. It
was too cold to spend much time in the air, anyway.

Conclusions

How do you try and make firm conclusions about
an engine on its own, without the airframe and peri
pherals and without significant reliability data? It’s
hard.
It’s pretty clear that the DMotor will generally
be a lightweight installation, though the individual
weight will depend on the mounts, the coolant and
oil circuits, and even the electrical installation (have
you tried weighing battery cables?).
The relative price, too, will vary, so it’s hard to give
precise data. And while quoting horsepower from the
dynamometer is certainly objective evidence, what
one actually needs is thrust, and this will vary hugely
depending on the particular propeller used. (It’s fun
to compare these with the 1908 le Rhône rotary en
gine which is of similar power but displaces 11 litres,
turning at only 1250rpm. It produces more thrust
than any of them because of its huge 2.5mdia pro
peller, compared with 1.7 or 1.75m on these modern
units).
The same, of course, applies to fuel consumption;
figures quoted from the dynamometer are of relative
ly little use in the real world.
Perhaps even more important than performance
figures are reliability and continuing support for the
life of your engine, and it’s so hard to compete with
the 50,000+ Rotax 912s delivered, which offer unri
valled confidence on both fronts.
But it’s clear that Peter Desmet is aware of these
issues. His company offers a twoyear warranty with
every unit, the organisation is wellfunded, and every
effort is going into ensuring a sufficiently large mar
ket penetration to establish the DMotor as a worthy
competitor to the Rotax 912 range.
DMotor is keen to build a reputation for top
quality support for its product, and TLAC is a well
established and technically qualified maintenance
organisation for commercial light aircraft, so it should
be well placed to provide that support in the UK.
For homebuilders and manufacturers, the DMotor
deserves careful consideration.
■

Comparison of engine
parameters and prices
Figures quoted below are supplied by UK agents for each type.

Type

Max
continuous
power (hp)

Dry
weight
(kg)

Cost
(£)

Rotax 912

80

55.4

£14,108

Rotax 912S

100

56.6

£16,761

Rotax 912iS Sport

100

63.6

£19,469

UL260i

85

60.1

£18,600

UL260iS

107

60.1

£20,160

D-Motor L26

97.5

58

*€19,200
(£16,139)

*Introductory price for D-Motor. Goes up to €21,600 (£18,156 at time of writing)
in six months.

In the November 2009 issue of MF,
David Bremner did a full flight test of
G-TLAC, at which time it was Rotaxpowered. You can download the test
from bmaa.org – as indeed you can
every other MF from the beginning of
that year to date.
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To ﬂy
is
to live
A dicky ticker brought on palpitations
for Anthony Preston, but there was
worse to come
A TIME came when I began to notice the medical turning up too often. Was it
something to do with age, or was the world really spinning faster?
The year was 2001, and there was no reason to think anything would be
different from previous tests, apart from a new AME (aero medical examiner),
who came with the enchanting name of Nightingale. I expected to find him in
full song. In the event, I couldn’t find him at all.
I prefer to cut things fine, for good reason. Since it’s polite to be punctual
(although the French argue it’s a vice, to which the British are prone), I make
an effort to depart on every journey well behind schedule. Why? Because it’s
a convincing argument for speed, which I favour. Getting lost also enters into
the equation, adding demand for accelerator foot applied firmly to floor.
However, there’s late and late, and I was late, finally arriving flustered and

apologetic, to be relaxed by Doctor Nightingale’s
comforting bedside manner.
Are you like me? We fitness fanatics approach the
medical expecting the AME to stand back, aghast, in
reverence, remarking that here was the fittest candi
date he’d ever examined.
I could tell the moment was nigh by the way he
admired my eyesight and even, perhaps, my pecto
rals. Then we came to the electrocardiogram.
Recalling the fakir who could reduce his pulse and
blood pressure to virtually nil, through effort of will, I
summoned a mantra: relax, relax, relax. As a precau
tion, I mentioned that I’d always had a slow heart
beat, given to occasional jumps of joy, which were
entirely normal – suggesting they best be ignored.
I’d heard of arrhythmia, thinking of it as describ
ing a total inability to keep time on the dance floor. I
saw nothing wrong with that.
The ECG machine began to whirr as the chart
rolled and a pen scribed its hasty trace. It was the
moment of greatest anguish. Is it surprising the heart
accelerates and blood pressure zooms? It’s no coin
cidence that high blood pressure is called hyperten
sion. If flying matters to you more than life itself, how
else but to be stressed at this time?
Doctor Nightingale nonchalantly picked up the
printout. Alas, his benign expression changed. Blunt
ly, but revealing how much he disliked having to say
it: “Mister Preston, I’m afraid you have AF.”
Disaster. Certain ailments or physical handicaps
were recognised as detrimental to flying, especially
for indulging my passion for aerobatics, and blind
ness and AF were among them.
Doctor Nightingale was obliged to squeal on me.
AF, he explained, was an abbreviation for atrial fibril
lation. It’s not uncommon. My grandmother had AF,
and called it “palpitations”. Young ladies, all aflutter
in Jane Austen novels, were often subject to them in
the form of an increased and irregular heartbeat as
result of proximity to too handsome a man or similar.
My doctor prescribed, upon the recommendation
of a specialist, a course of Amiodarone pills to regu
late the pulse.
They seemed to work, and I was delighted – until
I looked up the drug on Google to find it was pro
hibited in the USA, being associated with deteriorat
ing eyesight. To tick and to tock meticulously, but at
same time not to see? Tough choice.
Off my own bat I decided to cut down slowly on
the dosage as a compromise, only for the jolly skip in
the rhythm to reappear.
I decided to side with 20/20 vision and cut out
drugs altogether, and some 17 years later I live with
gentle arrhythmia, taking no pills apart from regular
rat poison, aka warfarin, to thin the blood. I’ve been
on that for 10 years, and no sign of rats’ ears yet.

Left Sam strapped securely in C42’s passenger seat
Right, background Giant mushrooms on short final
for Grove Farm. You can see why Anthony’s a funghi
to be with
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Thanks to the BMAA, I could now fly un
der selfcertification and resume instructing,
although no longer indulge in inverted flight.
Then, in 2015, at the age of 78, malaise
struck again, deep in the London Under
ground. I’d not been feeling well for a while,
and a rare visit to the local surgery had only
resulted in a prescription for some elixir,
but on the platform at Stepney Green Un
derground station on that fateful day, I only
managed to make my staggering way up the
steps with the support of an encouraging in
ebriate who mistook me for a fellow traveller.
Soon I was in an A&E bed at Bart’s Hospi
tal, around which my family and several doctors flut
tered in earnest conversation.
After scans and prods and nods exchanged, they
arrived at certainty: a large lymphoma lurking in my
abdomen.
Swiftly the NHS got into gear, and chemotherapy
and radiotherapy began in earnest at Ipswich Hos
pital.
After five months, the tumour was almost totally
destroyed, although the smiling oncologist minced
no words: “At your age, you won’t be the man you
were when we’ve finished with you!”
Apparently it was touch and go, in a body this long
in the tooth, to justify the trouble and expense when
only 50% success was predicted. I swore to myself
that I’d do my best, as there was no doubt they were
determined to do theirs. Therein lies the secret.
When at home, it helped to think of the freeflying
gulls as they danced, screaming support, among the
rooftops as I, erstwhile squeamish, plunged a hypo
dermic into one side of my stomach followed by an
other into the other, night after night after night.
You got used to it. You get used to every thing
when you know everything has to be borne, but some
days I could barely get my debilitated self out of bed.
Three years were to pass before the three monthly
checks were ceased and, on a sunny day, a virtual
cure verified.
Where I have been unusually fortunate through
out is with family. No father can have been blessed
with a more caring and attentive brood, each living at
a distance but always on the spot to give encourage
ment and love when most needed.
I wasn’t by any means the same man, but I had
started instructing again as CFI at Mid Anglia Micro
lights, Beccles.
Then, in August 2018, when revalidation came
due, I decided to pack it in.
My hearing, already failing as a result of otitic
barotrauma contracted when flying at altitude in
RAF jets and from regular fullbore target shooting
at school and Bisley, was beginning to cause concern.
My eyesight, except at night, was still 20/20, seem
ingly unaffected. I have a theory about sight: regular
exercise of the eye muscles by rolling and shudder
ing of the eyeballs and changing focus by flying and
driving, along with a lifelong diet of carrots, could be
the answer.
Physical exercise, from my teens, has been an ad

Above
The late Samuel
Hynes, DFC, pilot,
academic and
Anthony Preston’s
father-in-law

diction since coming across the Canadian
5BX routine from the Fifties. From the mo
ment I was strong enough, I resumed morn
ing calisthenics, to which I also attribute
recovery.
However, there is nothing to compare
with my favourite recipe for reliable recu
peration: getting behind the controls of an
aircraft. Ill or not, take a swig of the only true
elixir of life as often as permitted. The lifting
of the spirits that comes with the lifting of
the person knows no parallel, and by becom
ing an instructor, you find a way of sharing a
passion: there is no greater reward than see
ing that light in the eyes after a first solo. The pleasure
and privilege stays with you for life, each and every
time.
Then, a couple of weeks ago, I did a strange thing.
To keep the magic alive, I had joined a syndicate at
Beccles. It’s with GMAMM, the C42 in which I car
ried out most of my instructing there.
My muchrevered fatherinlaw, the academic Ma
jor Samuel Hynes, had died in Princeton, NJ, a week
earlier at the age of 95. He too had been an instruc
tor, with the US Marines, so we had that in common,
but he went way beyond, having flown 78 missions
in fighter/bombers in the Eastern theatre during the
Second World War, earning himself a DFC.
On a Sunday morning, I woke up with an idea. I
wasn’t sure it was a good one, but the more I thought
about it, the more appealing it seemed. What about a
modest tribute to a giant of a man from the other side
of the pond? Let’s do it.
I booked the aircraft and unhooked the portrait of
Sam from the wall in my house in Aldeburgh, placing
it in the passenger seat of the car.
No one saw me strap Sam into the copilot’s seat.
It was the first time I’d flown solo in yonks. I took
a photo and off we went. Our flight included a low
flypast on Runway 27 and some discreet manoeuvres
to the north of the airfield. He loved to fly.
Thus cheered, I took the C42 out another day, and
with a buddy Nigel flew from Beccles to Grove Farm
for some crosswind circuits.
Halfway along the runway sat some enormous
mushrooms, and I remembered local yokels say
ing that this winter promised the biggest and best
for centuries. Since there was no one about, we
stopped in the middle of the runway and picked
a few, and I had one for supper in un omelette aux
champignons. It could have fed an army.
Pip Warde, the owner of the airfield, had declined
to accept any, perhaps feeling that any fungus that
huge had to be suspect, but I contacted him after
wards to say that I was as right as rain, and asking if
we could pass by again, bringing a wicker basket and
linen tablecloth.
His reply came back immediately: “My pleasure. I’m
glad I can help the needy! And that you are still upright!
“I never understand why they grow there, especially
on the eastwest runway. Feel free any time, and just
think – you can now say when getting into the air
craft: ‘Just off to pick mushrooms!’”
■
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A West Coast
Winter’s Tale
Think Shakespeare wrote The Winter’s Tale?
Think again. It was Paul Kiddell in a Eurostar

2
3

AUTUMN and winter flying weather can be challenging, with rain, fog, gales
and, in autumn 2019, a bit more rain.
But despite the challenges, when it’s good, it can be exceptional.
Cold, crisp mornings improve aircraft performance and provide a stable at
mosphere with unlimited visibility and incredibly colourful landscapes, with
maybe a bit of snow if you’re lucky. All that, and no pesky bugs to clean off,
make it a wonderful time to fly.
The arrival of high pressure at the end of a very wet November saw me and
flying pal Duncan McDougall set off from Eshott in the Eurostar for the west
coast of Scotland.
Accompanied by wingman Kev Waugh in his battleship grey Eurostar SL,
we flew the welltrodden path over the snowcovered Cheviots and beautiful
Southern Uplands to the PrestwickGlasgow gap.
After an hour and a half of very relaxed flying in glorious sunshine and
calm winds, we exited the gap and coasted out over Hunterston nuclear power
station, clearing the associated SFC2000ft Restricted Area EGR 515 before de
scending into the Bute strip.
Despite all our rain, local pilot friend Bob Logan had told me that the Prest
wick area had been pretty dry and right enough, Bute was in very good con
dition. Bob was meant to join us, but his syndicate Eurostar lives outside at
Prestwick, and he and partner Sandy were busy removing poor GCENW from
a block of ice.
Pressing on, we continued north at low level for sightseeing. The beautiful
scenery was bathed in incredible autumnal colours and I was busy using up
pixels on my trusty Nikon D300.
I recently retired my 11yearold D300 after some 450,000 shots (I know
Mrs K feels like she’s sat through them all) and picked my latest secondhand
one up really cheap despite it only having a shutter count of 3000. Phones and
GoPro stills produce some excellent results, but I still love the control afforded
by a digital SLR.
Heading low up the west coast of Scotland on a sunny winter’s day is such
a treat and a fullon assault on the senses. Passing Lochgilphead, we fly the
ninemile Crinan Canal, which provides a short cut for vessels from Glasgow to
the west coast without having to navigate the Mull of Kintyre. It’s also a good
badweather flying route when the cloud is on the surrounding peaks.
For the next half hour we orbit historic castles, picturesque harbours and
islands and yachts under way, before arriving at Oban. Right on cue, our great
friend Paul Thompson also arrives from Northern Ireland in his wonderful new
Eurostar SL to meet us.
The Oban landing fee for microlights remains a reasonable £11. Many of us
will know Paul Keegan, who had the fuel contract for many years. Fair play to
Paul: he always sat you down after an expensive avgas refuel and consoled you
with a cup of tea and a Jammy Dodger!
However, his contract has come to an end, and the airport is currently with
out avgas. It hopes to have it available again in the spring.
The short days of winter do require disciplined timekeeping, and Kev heads
off on one of the free airport bikes to preorder fi sh and chips at the Lochnell
Arms Hotel, which is only a 10minute walk away. As a result, we are fed shortly
after the restaurant opens at midday, and in no time are back at Oban for the
return journey south.
We enjoy an equally relaxed 2.5h flight home to Eshott with Kev, as Paul
peels off into the setting sun back home to Northern Ireland. You’ve got to love
■
winter flying: fanbloomintastic!
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Photos
1 13th Century Duntrune Castle in Loch Crinan
2 Luing
3 My retirement home, although not sure if Tesco
delivers
4 Bridge over the Atlantic joining Seil with the
mainland
5 Kev Waugh, Paul Thompson and Duncan
McDougall at Oban with Paul’s new SL
6 Ardfern

5

6
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Three plus four
equals five
No, Cheshire Flyer David Creedy hasn’t
lost his maths marbles. That’s three
aircraft, four countries and five days
THE aim was to combine the annual pilgrimage to the LAA rally
with a short break, and by a fabulous coincidence, the largest flea
market in Europe was being held in Lille over the same weekend.
A quick look at the chart revealed a grass strip, Marcq en Bar
oeul, located just north of Lille city centre, and a plan was born.
The aircraft were GEZZY, GGVSL and GEFSD, piloted by
Captains David Creedy, Gordon Verity and Steve Dancaster, each
with trusty companions.

Day 1: Anyone seen my wallet?

For once no bits fell off my plane as we warmed up for a windy
departure from Hawksview for Sywell.
The simple arrival procedure worked amazingly well despite
the odd pilot being unable to distinguish left and right, hard or
grass. The rally provided an opportunity to see the unaffordable
at close range, buy essential bits and pieces that will never be
used and enjoy the usual banter amongst friends.
The event was well organised and well attended, and the air
was resounding with the promise of a 600kg factorybuilt future
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for microlights and positive movement towards the merger of the
LAA and BMAA – hopefully with the editor of MF tasked with
merging the LAA magazine with the eminently readable MF.
A flight plan was filed for Le Touquet. With a strong headwind
and bumpy conditions, we headed for Folkestone. Farnborough
radar was overburdened as usual, transmitting stress to all the
pilots it was shepherding; a good reason to revert to Essex radar
and its listening squawk.
With no fuss we were guided into Le Touquet to occupy the
grass parking, dealt quickly with formalities and called a taxi.
I arrived at the Red Fox sans wallet. A search of road, pave
ment, taxi and airfield was launched to no avail. I definitely had
it in the taxi – or so I insisted. The loss of my wad of euros was
dulled by copious beer and tasty food.

Day 2: Beer, chocolate and boats. Perfect

Lastminute research revealed that Lille’s Marcq en Baroeul was
closed to visitors due to a major event. After various communica
tions with our alternate, the main international airport at Lille,
the airport management decided that we were not the sort of air
craft they wished to entertain. Shocked and disgusted at the belit
tlement, but slightly relieved at the financial savings, we elected
to fly to Belgium and visit Bruges.
Spirits were buoyed when Captain Dancaster found my wallet
on a chair in the Le Touquet terminal – strangely, in the same
place I had sat the day before.
A joint flight plan was filed for Ursel, and in the usual efficient
way French radar guided our loose formation to the Belgian bor
der at a steady height. The Brussels controller, in contrast, was
almost unintelligible, but eventually we managed to grasp the gist
and continue without difficulty.
Ursel is a conspicuous airfield hidden in a dense forest and
was very busy when we arrived. I was baulked on final twice by
the same aircraft practising touch and go with a flexible approach
to circuit direction. With Sleap experience, it was water off a
duck’s back, but my crew was terrified.

1

2

3

4

The friendly clubhouse and restaurant was packed with fly
ers and sightseers. We wanted to stay for two nights, but only
one was feasible, as the site morphed into a military airfield once
weekend was over.
After lots of phone calls and a long wait, a taxi appeared and
transported us to glorious Bruges and our city centre hotel. What
a fantastic destination: beer, chocolate and a boat trip along the
canals.

Day 3: It wasn’t us who started the fight,
officer. Honest
Having to move on by late afternoon, we decided to continue
countryhopping and fly to Midden Zeeland in the Netherlands.
Before leaving Ursel, though, we witnessed a firstsolo tradi
tion which involved baptising the hapless pilot with a strange
combination of flour, eggs and milk.
Captain Dancaster, acting as Red One, filed as a formation for
the 30min flight, only for hordes of landing traffic to keep us at
the hold for an eternity.
Usually, this would not be a big deal, but my brakes had de
cided not to work. With toes straining and low revs I just man
aged to keep station. Fortunately, the backup plan of driving into
long grass did not need to be activated. One by one, we leapt off
the runway into a decent headwind, amazing the onlookers with
fantastic climb rates, my crew looking decidedly ashen.
Midden Zeeland presented a wellmaintained grass strip cater
ing for GA, gliders and parachutists, with the minimum of fuss.
The restaurant, clubhouse and tower were ultra clean and mod
ern, and the tower staff extremely helpful and courteous.
Evening found us welcomed into the roughest bar in Middel
burg. The draught beer was off, and the choice was between two
types of bottled beer, or Bacardi and lemonade. Music was played
for our entertainment, accompanied by singing and dancing.
Smoking regulations were openly flouted. We left when a scuffle
broke out at the entrance.

Day 4: Just call me unstoppable

Time and weather meant that reluctantly we had to leave the Neth
erlands, but not without borrowing tools and brake fluid from the
friendly maintenance staff and fi xing the Eurostar brakes.
Part retracing our steps, we flew to St Omer. The light wind fa
voured the hard runway, which is reserved for resident flyers. One
of our group took the safety decision to land on the hard, while
another of the formation heading for the grass demonstrated an
exemplary goround.
All aircraft were parked safely, and pilots retired to the club
house for a quick beer before the transport arrived. A stroll
around the historic town, a few beers, a visit to the magnificent
cathedral and an excellent dinner in good company made for a
relaxed evening.

Day 5: Bless you, Manchester

The next day we flew a short hop to Calais for clearing customs
and then onward to Headcorn for fuel and an unappetising snack.
Leaving Headcorn, we all took advantage of Essex radar and its
listening squawk for a relaxed transit around London.
Due to a headwind, over two hours of bumpy flying passed
before we reached home ground, and as if knowing how tired we
were, Manchester radar invited us to route directly to our landing
site through controlled airspace – lovely people.
■
• A version of this article appeared in Cheshire Flyer, the brilliant
monthly club magazine edited by Sharon Cox.
Facing page Ursel club
This page
1 The boys at the LAA rally
2 En route to Midden Zeeland
3 Ursel airfield
4 The route
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Magaluf?
Megaluf, more like
Ed McCallum and Co head for a wild time in Majorca.
One of these days he’ll act his age – but hopefully not yet…
OUR annual pilgrimage this year took us
to Magaluf, a very European enclave and
the beating heart of Majorca.
Gathering a squadron this time was
a hard job, but we ended up with three
planes and five pilots: Martin Mosley, Ja
son Williams, James Horne, Alan Lindsay
et moi. Yes, there was a spare seat, which
is such a rarity for us that we are thinking
of putting it on eBay next year. Read on,
and you may well decide to put in a seri
ous bid for 2020.
Our rendezvous was Martin’s airstrip
at Headon, Notts, and we left at 10am
for great, smooth flying, coasting in over
the Parisian Riviera, taking care to avoid
the parachuting at Le Havre, and were
soon on the ground at Deauville, enjoy
ing lunch.
Next stop was Mimizan in south west
France, a flight of 340nm with a couple of
waypoints. It was a very comfortable flight
to the northern boundary of La Rochelle,

Above Fort Boyard, off the coast of La
Rochelle
Right Aero Club de Camargue at
Montpellier. From left, Martin Mosley,
Alan Lindsay, Ed McCallum, Jason
Williams and James Horne
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then on to a familiar waypoint of mine,
Fort Boyard.
The coastline seems to go on for an
eternity on France’s west coast, with an
abundance of airfields en route. We were
soon passing to the seaward side of the
famous basin of Arcachon, with me, the
Grand Dude de Longframlington, looking
down at the Grande Dune du Pilat.
It’s about this position in our flight
that, depending on how busy the military
are, we are handed over to Cazaux, the
French MATZ close by, who coordinated
the rest of our flight into Mimizan.
On landing, we were met by my good
flying mate Kevin Waugh, who flies a
Eurostar out of Eshott and was on holiday
with his family, and we had dînner in a
lovely restaurant on the Mimizan Plage on
the Côte d’Argent.
The following day, we filed flight plans
for Andorra airfield, which entailed a
flight over the Pyrenees, tracking south

to the east of Biarritz, climbing to 8000ft
and crossing the Spanish border with the
snow-capped peaks of the Pyrenees in the
distance. The highest is Aneto at 11,168ft,
which we could just make out to our north
with 50 miles to run.
Andorra airfield is 2650ft above sea
level, and on a long final from 4000ft in
turbulent air, we needed our seat belts
tightly fastened.
All safely down, it was only a short ride
to La Seu d’Urgell, where we found a sim
ple hotel to have a meal, followed by an
early night. This was to be the lull before
the storm.
The next morning, we coasted out be
tween Girona to the north and Barcelona
to the south for a 115nm water crossing
with not a boat in sight, thanks to a huge
swell and white caps.
Another 30min flying and we reached
the Majorca coastline and descended for
Son Bonet. I believe that this airfield was

the main airport for Palma many moons
ago.
When we landed it was very quiet,
probably because of the gale blowing
down the runway. But it’s a friendly air
port, and when Martin discovered he had
a flat tyre on his SportCruiser, the lads in
the hangar soon managed to fix it for him.
Not long afterwards we were having a beer
or two sitting outside a bar in Magaluf.
As I have previously mentioned, we
never book accommodation in advance
on these adventures, since weather or
mechanical issues can always ground or
divert you.
So with a careful few minutes scan
ning the local hotels online, plus a bit of
legwork, it wasn’t long before we were in
a wonderful fully inclusive four-star ho
tel close to the Punta Ballena, aka the
Magaluf Strip.
We had a fantastic three days and
nights there, then returned to Son Bonet,
only to find that the carb floats in James’
relatively new CT had failed. A local Rotax
engineer had two but couldn’t get them to
us till the following day – good news for
us, as it meant we had to spend another
night in Magaluf.
We finally got away from Son Bonet
mid-afternoon, over the very bumpy
mountain range, and fairly quickly left
Majorca and its turbulence. A slight head
wind meant that our water crossing to
Montpellier was a long one, but we even
tually coasted in over the Camargue for an
interesting landing at Montpellier Candil
largues Aero Club. This is a spectacular
and vast area of the Rhône delta, covering
nearly 400 square miles and famous for
its white horses, black bulls and pink fla
mingos.
We dined that evening on the banks of
the Lez, a coastal river that flows through
Montpellier, far from the madding strip of
Magaluf.
Leaving the following morning, we had
very warm, clear conditions, climbing for
a long flight over the Massif Central and
dropping in at Vimory for lunch.
Then it was the final leg of the day,
430nm to Le Touquet, and for our last
night’s final gastronomic experience in
France, where else but in our old Indian
favourite, Le Kashmir on Paris-Plage?
The flight back to Headon was an easy
one, with excellent visibility and every
thing that can make flying most enjoy
able.
Summing up, I can only describe the
hospitality we encountered from our
French and Spanish neighbours as first
■
class.

“”

Andorra airfield is 2650ft
above sea level, and on a
long final from 4000ft in
turbulent air, we needed
our seat belts tightly
fastened

Leaving the French
coast on the way home
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40 YEARS AGO

A long time ago,
in a universe not
so far away…
by Norman Burr
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JUST after its inaugural meeting in au
tumn 1979, the doughty individuals who
founded the BMAA set about producing a
bimonthly magazine, so exactly 40 years
ago the first edition of Flightline dropped
on members’ doormats.
Our plan is to run 40 Years Ago every
other month, picking out interesting arti
cles and snippets from each issue in turn.
I wasn’t involved in microlights in 1980
– I joined the association in 1982 – but
as I seem to have acquired the title of de
facto BMAA archivist, the pleasant task of
producing this feature falls to me.
The first editor was Dave Thomas,
whose BMAA membership number was
and remains 0001, appropriately enough.
His first issue ran to just 12 pages, of
which three are reproduced here. Print

quality was poor – my scans of the pages
are, believe it or not, in some cases better
than the originals – but it’s the content
that matters.
The editorial on page 3, for example,
details the very first meeting held with
the CAA regarding legislative matters. As
their aircraft had evolved from unpowered
and unregulated hang gliders, the first
microlight pilots enjoyed a huge degree
of freedom. All they had to do was obey
air law, just like everyone else in the sky.
There was no need to display registration
letters, no need for insurance, no airwor
thiness requirements and no need for a
licence.
There was no obligation to get trained
either, though only the foolish took ad
vantage of that particular freedom. The

coming months would show that there
were enough of those to attract a dispro
portionate amount of adverse publicity,
but in early 1980 optimism abounded, as
you can read.
On page 8 is a fascinating summary of
the state of the UK microlight fleet, which
in January 1980 totalled just 24 flyable
aircraft, according to the table. But it was
growing fast and predicted to be 100150
strong by the end of that year.
Much of this growth would come
from trikes, which 40 years ago were still
outnumbered by what we would now
call powered hang gliders, but the Eagle

would also make a marked impression.
Exactly why the Eagle had such an impact
will have to wait for a future issue. But
page 5 of that first edition sets the scene
■
very well.
• To complete the history for the benefit
of newer members, Flightline went A4 in
1990, morphed into MF a couple of years
later, went monthly in 2009 and in 2012
acquired its online sister publication,
eMF. You can read the first issue in its
entirety, and all the other 1980 and 1981
magazines, plus everything from 2009, on
bmaa.org.

Above, l-r The very first editorial of Flightline, the BMAA’s original magazine; the Eagle
was an early market leader; and in January 1980 the UK microlight fleet totalled just 24
flyable aircraft, but it was predicted to be 100-150 by the end of that year
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FROM THE CE’S DESK

New year,
new chap,
new weight
By Geoff Weighell

Farewell, old friend
After 12 years, Pete Eichhorn said a bittersweet goodbye
to his Shadow, at least knowing it was going to a good home
for future young pilots
WINTER came, and the flying was slow.
Or, to be more truthful, non-existent. I was running in a new
hip, or more accurately limping it in, and hadn’t flown for ages.
Still, I’d had 12 years of Shadow ownership and flying, so I
couldn’t complain, even though for the last few years it had been
getting harder moving the plane in and out of the cowshed and
yard; and then we had to move house, bringing an era to an end.
I had to see the Shadow go to a good home, and she owed me
nothing. I’d paid £6000 for her 12 years ago, and had loads of
flying every year, the last few as an SSDR, so wonderfully cheap.
Then, no sooner had I contemplated this than I saw the article
in MF about Get High…Volare!, Tim Wiltshire’s new charity to
help young and poor people keen to get into flying. Since that
describes me in my youth, my mind was made up in that moment
to deliver her to Tim at Wingland airfield.
Naturally, the moment we set the date, the weather turned
marginal, with low pressure pushing down from the north but
improving over the destination.
Above Pete about to leave Priory Farm in Norfolk
Facing page Tim Wiltshire demonstrating the principles of flight
in front of the Shadow his charity has just acquired
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I sat down to draw a line on the map, noting with a moment
of nostalgia that it wasn’t far from the route I’d flown to that great
airfield Priory Farm, to visit my brother near Diss. I had to bend
the line to miss controlled airspace etc, then measure the com
pass readings for lines, note features such as towns, river etc, and
finally fill up with fuel, check the plane for one last time, and go.
Yes, it was murky, but vis was good enough to safely clear the
north edge of Stoke-on-Trent. Then came the high ground north
of Calton Moor, which was OK, but marginal.
I slid through a gap at 500ft, thinking of the risk of carb icing,
keeping an eye out for fields and listening to every beat of the mo
tor. The ground dropped away below, the cloudbase actually rose
and thinned from then on, and easy peasy: Carsington Water,
north side of Nottingham, spot Grantham and keep south, then
set a new heading for Spalding/ Holbeach, the east-west road and
Wingland.
Er, where the ***** was it?
You see, Wingland is a tiny airfield. Fortunately I had Google
Earthed it and knew what it should look like, but the crops were
all different to the Google photo, so I flew to just south of the
Wash, minding the danger area, and tracked back due west, low
and slow.
Gotcha!

“”

Tim Wiltshire arrived to
formally take possession –
a sad moment. I cried all
the way home
Safely landed, I taxied to the parking area and met a bunch
of fine lads from the good old/bad old days. Coffee and chat was
enjoyed by all, then Tim Wiltshire arrived to formally take pos
session – a sad moment.
Putting it off as long as I could, I asked if he’d mind me doing
one quick last circuit, and of course he didn’t.
I wasn’t even sure if a warm 503 would start or need to be
hand-swung, but it fired up obediently and off I went, only to see
nothing reading on the ASI.
You’ve guessed it: I’d put the pitot cover back on, then forgot
ten to take it off. Never mind; not a big deal for an old Shadow
pilot. The plane tells you how it feels, so I did the shortest of cir
cuits, greased it onto the numbers, and reluctantly taxied round
to the back of the sheds.
Tim then drove me all the way home. I think I cried all the
way.
What I need now is a cheap little trike – with electric power!
■
Well, I always was a dreamer.
• The charity Pete refers to, Get High…Volare!, was founded by Tim
Wiltshire to get young people flying. One of its requests is for donations
of aircraft, including those suitable for restoration. See gethighvolare.
org for details.

HAPPY New Year from all at Deddington, and as we start a new year,
we welcome a new staff member.
Mark Bailey has a degree in aerospace engineering which he will be
putting to good use in the BMAA
Technical Office assisting Roger Pattrick and Rob Mott.
Mark will take a little time to get
familiar with all the processes within the BMAA, but he spent a
couple of days with us last November to get a feel of the place,
and we are confident that he will settle in and continue the
good work looking after members’ aircraft.

Weight for it
The 600kg consultation closed at the end of November, and we
expect that the CAA will be publishing a comment response
document early in 2020 and deciding whether as a result it will
recommend that the Department for Transport adopts the
EASA opt-out and whether the microlight definition will be
changed as a result. The votes are in, so fingers crossed.
And while I’m on the subject of CAA consultations, the authority is gathering data on reports of loss of GPS signals during
flight.
To assist in this piece of work, all BMAA members are requested to report if they experience a loss of signal in flight,
using the CAA MOR reporting form on the CAA website, caa.
co.uk.

Training in kit aircraft
Another consultation that was to be published in November
was on the question of allowing remunerated flight training of
non-owners in amateur-built aircraft.
In brief, this would allow schools to use aircraft such as the
Skyranger and other kit-built machines as school machines.
The consultation release was delayed by the closing of Parliament ahead of the General Election, and now is likely to be
published early this month. We will keep members informed
and offer advice on responding.
w
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COUNCIL AIRWAVES

My 2020 vision
Bill Davis looks forward to
a resurrection of flexwing flying
I CAN’T believe that 20 years has passed since the
millennium year of 2000.
It was a significant time for everyone in the historical
context as we passed from one century into another.
For me, however, the new century was a turning point
in my life when I was offered a flight in a flexwing and
discovered the thrill of flying.
The end result of that flight was a mid-life career
change into aviation, an insatiable addiction to
flexwing flying, a move to Africa to fly tourists over Victoria Falls and much
more.
In the 20 years since the millennium, the microlight landscape has changed
significantly. We now have faster and heavier aircraft that can travel greater
distances, three-axis microlights have become a viable and competitive
alternative to Group A aircraft, and with the proposed increase in MAUW to
600kg, we will likely see 2020 as the start of a new era in microlight aviation.
As a new member of the council, I’ve come to appreciate the valuable work
that the BMAA staff have done to progress all the positive changes that have
taken place since I became a microlight pilot.
So what is my vision for the future?
I volunteered at both BMAA Countryfile events this past summer. We were
fortunate to have had a flexwing on display at both events, and the amount
of public interest shown in these machines confirmed my belief that flexwing
flying has a public appeal that’s unequalled by many other forms of flying.
I sometimes hear from flying schools that the days of flexwing flying are
numbered, but these events and the many similar events like these that I have
been a part of would say otherwise. People are attracted to our sport when
they see flexwings, and that attraction is as strong today as it was 20 years ago.
There’s no doubt that the greater comfort of three-axis flying and the ability
to train in weather conditions that might preclude training in flexwings has an
appeal to many flying schools.
However, there is an argument to be made for flexwing training based on
the buzz factor and the need for a broader market appeal.
As a skier, I have friends who genuinely enjoy cross-country skiing, but my
personal preference is to feel the wind in my face and to experience the speed
building as I manage the twists and turns of downhill skiing. It’s much the
same in aviation, so let’s not ignore those potential pilots who would be drawn
to microlighting if more flexwing training was on offer.
I suppose I see myself as a flexwing aviation advocate on the council. The
council is pro-microlighting in all its forms, as am I, but I’ll continue to help
find new ways to encourage flexwing interest in training and development so
that the buzz factor remains. Our recent initiative to offer a flexwing instructor
bursary is a step in the right direction. Many of our members will have their
own ideas on raising the profile of flexwing flying, and I would encourage
them to make their ideas known.
As we approach exciting times ahead, I wish all members a happy festive
■
season and safe flying in 2020.
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Airspace:
our final frontier
As always, airspace matters were no less
important as we moved towards the end
of the year. As part of the General Aviation Alliance (GAA), we help to fund an
Airspace Programme Manager who keeps
tabs on current airspace change proposals (ACPs) and alerts us to those that could
have an impact on recreational aviation.
At the moment, there are 190 of possible interest to be worked on. I am grateful
to those who have contacted me with offers to help, and I will be in contact again
soon.
Just in case you missed it, Leeds Bradford has now changed its aerodrome regulations, and microlights are welcome to
use the airport.
Following discussions with us, as you
may have read in John Teesdale’s Safety
column, the airport has also changed regulations that required ATC to refuse entry
to microlights into its Class D airspace.
Thanks, LB.
As well as traditional ACPs such as Oxford, Brize Norton, Glasgow etc, a new
form of airspace is beginning to be discussed. U-Space airspace is intended to
be a low level (up to 500ft agl) volume in
which drones, or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), will operate, ultimately autonomously.
EASA has produced a first draft paper
outlining how it sees this operating, and
the CAA has published its views on the
structures needed to support and manage such airspace within the UK.
Although the vision is that manned aircraft will have priority, I strongly suspect
that entry into the airspace will rely upon
some form of electronic conspicuity being carried for integration. We will keep an
eye on it and make sure that our voice is
heard.

Calling all inspectors
We held a Senior Inspector Seminar in
early December, and will be holding another in January, as well as seminars for all
inspectors through the first few months
of the year.
It was very useful to get feedback from
those who help to keep the BMAA fleet in
a safe and airworthy condition. We owe
a lot to the inspectors, and hopefully all
owners will join us here to offer our thanks

for the work that they do which is so vital
to our association.
A piece of rather disappointing feedback is an increasing theme of aircraft
with owners who don’t really look after
them as well as they could. Simple tasks,
like keeping logbooks up to date with
hours flown and engine time, are not always carried out although they are a legal
requirement, and listing maintenance is
equally important.
Even just making sure that the aircraft
is clean helps with fault spotting.
Over the next year we are planning
to offer help and guidance to owners to
improve the overall standards of aircraft
within the BMAA fleet, so please look out
for messages from the BMAA and your
inspector.

Merger matters
On the subject of whether the BMAA
should merge with the LAA, we have continued to have discussions and draw up
detailed plans as to how a merger would
actually work. These include where we

“”

We believe that it is
important to work out the
detail before we ask the
question about a merger
would operate from, how the new association would be managed by a board/
council, how it would be staffed, articles
of association and rules to reflect the wider scope of aircraft and members’ interests, creating a financial plan, considering
options for a magazine, and many other
details both large and small that we believe our members want to, and should,
know before deciding how to vote.
We believe that working out the detail
before we ask the question is far more
important than asking the question and
then working out the details. We hope
that you will agree and be patient with us.
Finally, we conducted a member survey in September. It is not forgotten, but
it has taken some time to understand the
responses and publish a report. I hope
that if it is not already published by the
time you read this, it will be very soon
■
after wards.
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CLUBS! Planning an event? Mail details to
mfeditor@bmaa.org for inclusion in Flight
Plans.
READERS! Dates and details of events
notified to the BMAA are subject to change
and we cannot guarantee their accuracy.
Please use the contact details to check
with organisers before going to an event
or making bookings.

11 Jan: NORTH COATES AIRFIELD. Brass Monkey Fly-in. Organised by North Coates Flying
Club. Catering available including hot food and
drink and the intention is also to have a barbecue.
It is expected that pilots PPR for weather updates
and the event itself is dependent on the weather,
but we seem to get that right every year. Free
landings, fuel (avgas) available if required. Airfield
open from 09.30 until the last aircraft has departed. Radio 120.155, airfield phone 01472 388850,
www.northcoatesflyingclub.co.uk.
17 Jan: DEDDINGTON. Gasco Safety Evening
at BMAA HQ. To be confirmed: check bmaa.org.
27 Jan: SELBY. Gasco Safety Evening at the Real
Aeroplane Club, Breighton Airfield, starts 7:30pm.
Contact Charles Sunter, 07903 112542, chairmanreal
aero@outlook.com.
29 Jan: CHATTERIS AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety
Evening, starts 7:30pm. Contact Katie Denham,
07879 779280, katie@cambridgeshiremicrolights.
co.uk.
30 Jan: ESHOTT AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety Evening, starts 7:30pm. Contact Richard Pike (or Tim
Fawcett), Richard@northeastaviation.co.uk.
30 Jan: ROCHESTER. Gasco Safety Evening,
starts 7:30pm in the banquet room of the Bridgewood Manor Hotel, Chatham. Contact Kelvin
Carr, 07976 981769, kcarr@rochesterairport.co.uk.
4 Feb: BRISTOL. Gasco Safety Evening at Bristol
Aero Club and LAA Bristol Strut, starts 7:30pm in
BAWA. Directions via bawa.biz/contact. Contact
Philip Green, 07768 822406, social@bristolaero
club.co.uk.
5 Feb: SALMESBURY AERODROME. Gasco
Safety Evening courtesy of Bay Flying Club
and BAe Canberra Club, starts 7:30pm. Contact
Peter Balmer, 07799 404234, pete@pbalmer.
free-online.co.uk.
6 Feb: OTLEY. Gasco Safety Evening organised by Dales Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club
at Horse & Farrier pub, starts 7:30pm. Contact

FLIGHT
PLANS
Rosie Ireland, 07929 935371, rosielyle@hotmail.
co.uk.
6 Feb: OTHERTON AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety
Evening, starts 7:30pm. Contact Alex JermaineCrowley, 07739 456433, ajscrowley@gmail.com.
7 Feb: SANDOWN AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety
Evening, starts 7:30pm. Contact Terry Slack,
07917 194604, terry.terman@btinternet.com.
13 Feb: SNITTERFIELD AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety
Evening, organised by Stratford Gliding Club,
starts 7:30pm .Contact Andy Balkwill, 07850
410263, chairman@stratfordgliding.co.uk or andy
balkwill@hotmail.com.
17 Feb: SANDBACH. Gasco Safety Evening,
organised by Cheshire Flyers, starts 8pm at the
Wheatsheaf pub. Contact Steve Rosser, 07973
226219, steve.r@lsa-technology.co.uk.
19 Feb: ANDREWSFIELD. Gasco Safety Evening, starts 7:30pm in the clubhouse at Saling
Airfield. Contact Mike Rowland, 01371 856744,
mike@andrewsfield.com.
19 Feb: WHITE WALTHAM AIRFIELD. Gasco
Safety Evening, organised by West London
Aero Club, starts 7:30pm. Contact Chris Royle or
WLAC Operations, 07979 781261 or 01628 823272,
cm_royle@hotmail.com.
20 Feb: LONDON. Safety in the City, Airspace
Infringements Awareness Presentation,
starts 7:30pm at Hayward Aviation, EC4N 8AW.
Spaces limited to 60, to register contact Debbie
Tucker., dtucker@haywards.net.
26 Feb: EARLS COLNE. Gasco Safety Evening, organised by Anglian Flight Centre, starts
7:30pm. Contact Victoria Pratt/Kevin Barber,
01787 223676, enquiries@flyafc.co.uk.
27 Feb: SHERBURN AERODROME.Airspace Infringements Awareness Presentation, starts
7pm. Food and drinks available but capacity limited, places must be booked via email. Contact
Oliver Prince, oliver.prince@sherburnaeroclub.
com.
17 Mar: NORTH COATES. Gasco Safety Evening, organised by North Coates Flying Club,
starts 7pm. Contact Steve Charters, 07952 923265,
stevecharters@gmx.com.
18 Mar: HALFPENNY GREEN. Gasco Safety
Evening, starts 7:30pm in Bobbington Village
Hall. Contact Tony Dring, 01384 221565 or 07973
921840, anthony.dring@yahoo.co.uk.
19 Mar: GOODWOOD. Gasco Safety Evening,
starts 7.30pm in Goodwood Aerodrome Building. w
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Deddicated

Microlight Insurance
fringements Awareness Presentation at
Cambridge Aero Club, starts 7pm. Contact 01223
373717, reception@cambridgeaeroclub.com.

w Contact Kristin, 01243 755159, aeroclub@good
wood.com.
21 Mar: SUTTON BANK AIRFIELD. Gasco Safety
Evening, organised by Yorkshire Gliding Club,
starts 7:30pm. Contact Josephine Runciman,
01845 597237, enquiry@ygc.co.uk.

22 Apr: KIDLINGTON. Gasco Safety Evening, organised by Leading Edge Aviation, starts
7:30pm in Airways House, London Oxford Airport. Contact Gregory Moor, 07802 874844,
gregory.moor@leadingedgeaviation.com.

24 Mar: LIVERPOOL JOHN LENNON. Gasco
Safety Evening, starts 7:30pm at Ravenair
in Business Aviation Centre, pre-registration
essential – see http://tiny.cc/rz7udz. Contact Neil Bishop, 07815 195477, neilbishop
@ravenair.co.uk.

23 Apr: MANCHESTER BARTON. Gasco Safety
Evening, starts 7:30pm in Runway Café & Bar.
Free entry but bookings through gasco-aviationsafety-evening-tickets. Contact 0161 789 1362,
eventenquiries@cityairportltd.co.uk.

1 Apr: WHITE WALTHAM AIRFIELD. Airspace Infringements Awareness Presentation, organised by West London Aero Club, starts 7:30pm.
Contact Chris Royle or WLAC Operations, 07979
781261 or 01628 823272, cm_royle@hotmail.com.

2-3 May: POPHAM. Microlight Trade Fair including BMAA AGM at 3pm on the Saturday.
More information later on bmaa.org.
9 May: SHOBDON AIRFIELD. Airspace Infringements Awareness Presentation, organised by
Herefordshire Aero Club, start time tba. Contact
Allan Sysum, 07795 142168, allansysum@gmail.
com.

8 Apr: STURGATE AIRPORT. Gasco Safety Evening, organised by Sturgate Flying Club and Lincoln Aero Club, starts 7:30pm. Contact Eugene
Beirne, 01302 865676, zerotonull@btinternet.
com.

24-26 Jul: ENSTONE. BMAA Freedom Rally
(SSDR). A great social occasion, open to all microlights not just single-seat. More information
later on bmaa.org.

17 Apr: BRISTOL AIRPORT. Gasco Safety
Evening, organised by Bristol & Wessex Flying
Club, starts 7:30pm in the Silver Zone. Free entry but ticket only, order from www.bristoland
wessex.co.uk in early 2020. Contact Dave Disney,
01275 475429, info@bristolandwessex.co.uk.

4-6 Sep: SYWELL. LAA Rally. More information
later on bmaa.org.
No fixed date: Druridge Bay Fly-in. A Northern Aviators event in aid of the Forces Childrens’
Trust. See druridgebayflyin.weebly.com. No land-

21 Apr: CAMBRIDGE AIRPORT. Airspace In-

ing fee, just a donation of your choice to our charity. Barbecue, beach and free camping at a beautiful location. For details contact Chester Potts on
07590 012108.
No fixed date: Isle Of Mull Fly-out. A Northern
Aviators event. See mullflyout.weebly.com. Visit
one of Scotland’s most beautiful islands. Hotel on
site and accommodation nearby, free camping
and Tobermory nightlife! All aviators welcome for
a social and a few beers. Contact Chester Potts
on 07590 012108.

Are you paying too much?
✔ Get an instant quote online
✔ Choose hull and/or liability cover
✔ Fixed and Flexwings covered
✔ Change cover when it suits you

✔ Spread your premiums for free
✔ 24-Hour claims hotline service
✔ Only pay for the cover you want
✔ Our best quote, GUARANTEED!

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you buy
and manage your fixed
or flexwing microlight
insurance online
whenever it
suits you.

International events
31 Mar – 5 Apr: USA. Sun ’n Fun. International
Fly-in and Expo. Details on flysnf.org/sun-n-funintl-fly-expo/.
1-4 Apr: GERMANY. Aero Friedrichshafen. International trade fair for general aviation, Europe’s
largest. See www.aero-expo.com.
20-26 Jul: USA. EAA AirVenture. The biggest
sport aviation show on earth, held annually at
Oshkosh airfield, Wisconsin: https://eaa.org/air
venture.

Microlight
Insurance Scheme

21-23 Aug: AUSTRIA. Rotax fly-in. Demonstration flights at Wels airfield with the 912iS and
915iS engines, company tour of state-of-the-art
BRP-Rotax factory in Gunskirchen, visit to a new
centenary exhibition, simulators, Q&A sessions
and evening’s entertainment with barbecue and
■
live band. Details: fly-rotax.com.

Microlight insurance guide
Aircraft type

Pilot / Aircraft build

Aircraft flight
and ground

Aircraft
ground only

Third
party

Student

Passenger

Student
pilot life

Licensed
pilot life

Unlicensed
pilot life

Fixed-wing regulated

Licensed / Approved mfr

CSP, T, H, AIB, V

CSP, T, H,
AIB, V

BHPA, CSP, H, V

CSP, SC, T, H, V

BHPA, CSP, SC, T, H, V

SPI, SC, H2

SPI, SC, AIB, H2

n/a

Licensed / Amateur-built

CSP, T, AIB, V

CSP, T, AIB, V

BHPA, CSP, H, V

CSP, SC, T, H, V

BHPA, CSP, SC, T, H, V

SPI, SC, H2

SPI, SC, AIB, H2

n/a

Student under instruction

CSP, T, AIB, V

CSP, T, AIB, V

CSP, V

CSP, SC, T, V

n/a

SPI, SC

n/a

n/a

Licensed / Approved mfr

CSP, AIB, V

CSP, AIB, V

BHPA, CSP, H, V

CSP, SC, T, V

BHPA, CSP, SC, T, V

SPI, SC

SPI, SC, AIB

n/a

Licensed / Amateur-built

CSP, AIB, V

CSP, AIB, V

BHPA, CSP, H, V

CSP, SC, T, V

BHPA, CSP, SC, T, V

SPI, SC

SPI, SC, AIB

n/a

Student under instruction

CSP, AIB, V

CSP, AIB, V

CSP, V

CSP, SC, T, V

n/a

SPI, SC

n/a

n/a

Powered parachute
regulated

Licensed / Approved mfr

AIB

AIB

BHPA

-

BHPA, T

SPI, SC

SPI, SC, AIB

n/a

Licensed / Amateur-built

AIB

AIB

BHPA

-

BHPA, T

SPI, SC

SPI, SC, AIB

n/a

Student under instruction

AIB

AIB

-

-

n/a

SPI, SC

n/a

n/a

Fixed-wing
deregulated

Licensed pilot

SC, H1, AIB, V3

SC, H1, AIB, V3

BHPA, SC, H1, V3

SC, H1, V3

n/a

SPI, SC, H1&2

SPI, SC, H1&2, AIB

n/a

Student under instruction

SC, H1, AIB, V3

SC, H1, AIB, V3

SC, H1, V3

SC, H1, V3

n/a

SPI, SC, H1&2

n/a

n/a

Flexwing deregulated

Licensed pilot

SC, H , AIB, V

SC, H , AIB, V

BHPA, SC, H , V

SC, H , V

3

n/a

SPI, SC, H

SPI, SC, H , AIB

n/a

Student under instruction

SC, H1, AIB, V3

SC, H1, AIB, V3

SC, H1, V3

SC, H1, V3

n/a

SPI, SC, H1&2

n/a

n/a

Powered parachute
deregulated

Licensed pilot

H1, AIB

H1, AIB

BHPA, H1

H1

n/a

SPI, SC, H1&2

SPI, SC, H1&2, AIB

n/a

Student under instruction

H1, AIB

H1, AIB

H1

H1

n/a

SPI, SC, H1&2

n/a

n/a

SPHG unregulated

Unlicensed pilot

AIB

AIB

BHPA

n/a

BHPA

n/a

n/a

SPI, SC, AIB

Flexwing regulated

1

3

1

KEY
AIB

Airsports Insurance Bureau:
02380 268351, aib-insurance.co.uk
BHPA British Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association:
0116 289 4316, bhpa.co.uk
CSP Crispin Speers & Partners (CSP):
020 7977 5699, cspinsurance.com
H
Hayward Aviation: 020 7902 7809, haywards.net
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SC
SPI
T
V

Sydney Charles: 01420 88664,
sydneycharles.co.uk
Stein Pilot Insurance: 01793 491888,
flyingcover.co.uk
Traffords: 01525 717185,
traffords-insurance.co.uk
Visicover: visicover.com

3

1

3

1

1&2

1&2

NOTES

PLEASE REMEMBER

1

Limited to aircraft produced by an approved
manufacturer

•

2

Personal accident only

3
n/a

Selected models only
not applicable

•

This is a general guide only. Insurance
companies will assess each risk individually
before deciding whether to offer cover.
Not all insurance policies are the same. Read
the small print carefully!

The following coverages are available
for BMAA or LAA or CAA approved
Flexwing, Three-Axis Microlights
and Ultralight aircraft:
• Fully Comprehensive Hull cover
• Third Party Legal Liability
• Passenger Legal Liability
• Ground Risks only cover including Road Transit Risks

For competitive premiums
matched with experience and
reliability, please contact:
LUCy THoMAs,
DARRen BoURneR,
LUKe DAW or DAviD BACon
Limited Coverages available
in Scotland

Contact: 020 7977 5700 • Fax: 020 7702 9276
Email: enquiries@cspaviation.com • www.cspaviation.com
Crispin Speers & Partners Limited are Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). Our registration number is: 311507.
Registered in England No. 1960404. Registered Office: St Clare House, 30-33 Minories, London, EC3N 1PE

SAFETY
CORNER

CHIRP, the UK’s Confidential Human Factors Incident Reports
Programme, allows any pilot to report safety-related incidents and
events. You can report in complete confidence at chirp.co.uk
Since 1964, GASCo has also been working to improve safety in
all types of general aviation. You can find it at gasco.org.uk

Advertising enquiries: media@bmaa.org • 07725 046836
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Index to
advertisers

Training

Trial Exam
Papers

To help you study for your
licence or just to test your
knowledge
100 Questions and Answers
per subject for:
Air Law, Aircraft Technical,
Navigation, Meteorology.
50 Question and Answers HP&L
£19.99 the set
“Air Law for Microlight Pilots”
Edition 2 text book now
available £17.95
Buy online at
www.wiggleys.com

PHOENIX

MICROLIGHT SCHOOL
• Three-axis training on Eurostar
£100 per hour
• Flexwing training £100 per hour
• Inspections and check ﬂights
• Exams and GST
• New and secondhand aircraft
• Dealer for P&M and Lynx

Flight Training since 1991
Tel. 01672 515535
info@gsaviation.co.uk

Website: www.gsaviation.co.uk

Three days – fixed price
 Day 1: Ground school
and tech exams
 Day 2: Flight training
(differences), including
flight safety briefings in
Piper PA28
 Day 3: Flight test (DFT, GFT)
VHF RT AVAILABLE IF REQUIRED
Derek Davidson
07831 517428

(incl evenings)

flyderek@hotmail.co.uk
(BOURNEMOUTH)

Instruments etc

V

FRANCE,
LOIRE
Montrichard Airfield
Hangarage for 2 aircraft
Four-person cottage
Package designed
by flyers for flyers
£700 per week
www.lachaumine.co.uk
Tel. 07802-217855
01424-883474

Microlight
Repair Centre

New and Used Parts for AX3/2000
Thruster, P&M, Xair & Rotax Engines
Call Rod Humphries: 01635 299440 works • 07850 264080 mobile
www.volairaviation.co.uk•E: rodhumphries@outlook.com

Microlight Flying

T

op fligh

T

SAILS

BMAA Clothing

Flying holidays, France

46

BMAA Collectibles

9

SAILMAKER
Approved sailmaker for Medway
Microlights, Avian hang gliders and
One Sky Aviation (Thruster)
Other items include: Wing bags,
aircraft covers and much more

See our website
Contact Nigel now on
Telephone/Fax 01495 718444

www.topflightsails.co.uk

Log Books
BMAA Fees

Lite Flight Green

11

Flight Training Vouchers

46

Parts for Aircraft (MGL)

46

Phoenix Microlight School

46
2

Top Flight Sails

46

UL Power / Metal Seagulls

13

Visicover: Insurance

45

Volair

46

Wiggleys: Trial exam papers
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SOLD YOUR
AIRCRAFT?

Please inform the BMAA so
that we can keep aircraft
records up to date and stop
sending you reminders that you
don’t need. Thanks!

Meet your new
advertising
manager!
MIKE MORRIS is an enthusiast of all
things microlighting. He’s been a
BMAA member for 35 years, BMAA
inspector for 30, and LAA inspector
for six. He speaks your language!
There’s a full introduction on p6.
Mike can be reached at
media@bmaa.org or
07725 046836.

Advertising enquiries: media@bmaa.org • 07725 046836

BMAA Polo Shirt
£13.50

BMAA Publications
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BMAA CLOTHING
Available in medium, large
and extra large. White
BMAA logo. Choose from
light blue or dark blue

GS Aviation: training

sail manufacture & repair

sailmaking since the mid-70s brings
experience and first-class work

STORE SECTIONS
BMAA Airworthiness Fees

14

NPPL conversions

Miscellaneous

• Permit Renewals (BMAA Inspectors/Check Pilots)
• Wing Repair Specialists (separate carpeted area etc)
• Accident Rebuilds (Insurance Company Approved)
• Rotax 2-stroke and 4-stroke Engine Servicing
• Thruster Outside Covers

46
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Purchase BMAA-branded products • Join the BMAA
Order BMAA and other publications securely online

Fly 365

Stein Pilot Insurance

PEGASUS SERVICE CENTRE • THRUSTER SERVICE CENTRE

OLAIR

45

(Derek Davidson)

Repair centre

VOLAIR

Crispin Spears Insurance

New Horizons: Spain

Watnall, Nottingham • J26-J27 M1

MICROLIGHT to SSEP AIRCRAFT

47

Flylight Airsports

Call Brian Palfreyman
01773 785 740
0797 001 2060

NPPL

BMAA Online Shop

Fly About Aviation

STAINLESS STEEL
SHADOW TANKS £560

➤
➢

THE BMAA
ONLINE SHOP

Donations

BMAA Cap
£9.50

Blue with black and white
trim. White BMAA logo.
Adjustable to fit a wide
range of sizes

F L Y I N G

P UB LIS HED B Y T HE B M A A • b m a a . o r g

EDITORIAL

Editor Geoff Hill
36 Brookvale Avenue, Belfast BT14 6BW • 028 9028 6000, 07905 105925 •
ghillster@gmail.com
Deputy Editor Norman Burr • 07729 618861 • nburr5006@gmail.com
Production Editor Ian Norris • 01524 841010 • ian@pagefast.co.uk
Reporters Paul Kiddell • 07918 052715 • ev97paul@gmail.com
Merv Middleton • 07748 646082 • mervmiddleton@btinternet.com
Technical Reporter Steve Uzochukwu • 07973 713120 • flying@steveu.org
French Correspondent Dimitri Delamarle Vol Moteur magazine
+33 14670 1482 • dimitri@flying-pages.com, vol-moteur.fr
US Correspondent Roy Beisswenger Powered Sport Flying magazine
+1 618 664 4831 • roy@easyflight.com, psfmagazine.com

ADVERTISING

Advertising Manager Mike Morris • 07725 046836 • media@bmaa.org
For deadlines, see below.

BMAA Collectibles
BMAA
Mug
£8.25

microlight

BMAA Beanie Hat
£8.75
Keep your head warm
with this soft cloth cap.
One size fits all

A SELECTION OF FAVOURITE ITEMS ONLINE
BMAA NPPL Microlight Training Syllabus
£10.20 each; Pack of five £42.00
The CAA-approved training syllabus for the
microlight licence
Pilot’s Log Book
£10.99
The BMAA microlight
pilot’s log book
Microlight Instructor and Examiner Guide
Hard cover £35 • soft cover £21
The BMAA guide for instructors and examiners.
Details appointment requirements, instructor and
examiner administration, advice on the conduct
of flight training and sample forms. A must for all
people involved with microlight flight training.
Flying Instructor
(Restricted) £13.50
The required content for the FI(R)
Microlight Course.
Published by the BMAA;
approved by the CAA

CONTRIBUTING TO MF

Yes please! MF is a magazine for and largely by BMAA members, so the editor
welcomes written and photographic contributions. In fact, if he didn’t get any,
he’d be out of a job! But before writing please take a look at the contributors’
guidelines on bmaa.org/files/writing_for_mf.pdf.
Photos Always use your camera’s highest settings. Email the editor only the original
image file as downloaded from the camera, ideally as a jpg. It should be at least
1MB. No png files please! Also, if you wish to enter the photo competition, please
read the rules on microlightflying.org.uk/photo-competition-rules.
Deadline (advertising and editorial) MF is published at the beginning of each
month. Deadline is the third day of the preceding month. Urgent items can be
published in MF’s associated on-line newsletter, eMF, see below.

DESIGN, PRINT, DISTRIBUTION

Pagefast Print & Publishing Ltd The Sidings, Beezon Fields, Kendal LA9 6BL
tel 01524 841010 • ian@pagefast.co.uk • pagefast.co.uk
Mailing data supplied by BMAA HQ, to whom changes of address should be sent.

HOW TO GET MF

MF is not sold in shops, nor is it available on subscription. BMAA members receive
it monthly free of charge as part of their membership services. For membership
details, see below.
Back numbers of MF (subject to availability) and photocopies of flight tests may be
purchased from the BMAA HQ at Deddington. Flight tests and back numbers from
2009 onwards can also be accessed via bmaa.org.
MF’s associated online newsletter, eMF, appears mid month and is available free
to members and non-members alike, via www.bmaa.org/information-library/bmaaemf-newsletter.
Opinions expressed by the authors and correspondents are not necessarily those of
the Editor or the BMAA. With respect to MF’s editorial and advertisement content,
the BMAA in no way endorses or guarantees the suitability of any aircraft, ideas,
schemes, designs, equipment, material or services for the purposes for which they
are described, suggested or offered, and accepts no responsibility for any use
which may be made of them. We invite constructive criticism and welcome any
report of inferior merchandise.
© BMAA 2020. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electrical,
mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior permission of
the copyright owner.
ISSN 0968-3100

Member of the Royal Aero
Club and the Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale

BMAA HEAD OFFICE

Open 0900-1700 Monday-Friday, closed Bank Holidays

Contact us at
British Microlight Aircraft Association
Bullring, Deddington, Oxfordshire
OX15 0TT, United Kingdom
Membership enquiries:
membership@bmaa.org
Tel +44 (0)1869 338888
Fax +44 (0)1869 337116

PAYMENT
We are happy to take
payment by card for your
order.
All card details are
processed securely and
payment is authorised
before goods are
despatched

SHOP ONLINE AT BMAA.ORG

The Bullring, Deddington, Banbury, Oxford OX15 0TT • bmaa.org
general@bmaa.org (main), bmaashop.org (online shop),
technical.office@bmaa.org (technical)
tel 01869 338888 (main), 01869 336006 (technical) • fax 01869 337116

JOINING THE BMAA

To join the BMAA, all you need is enthusiasm: no need to own an aircraft or a
licence! Current membership rates are available at bmaa.org.
Bonus to member recruiting a new (not a rejoining) member: £10
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Nicer on top, by Aaron Mercer
Aaron departing from Membury airfield
in the C42 on the way to Blackbushe. “I
escaped up on top to avoid all the local
fog patches,” he said. As always in the MF
health and safety department, we checked
with him that he was clear of the white bits
and in view of the green bits.
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Peak time, by Amanda Williams
Amanda and husband Chris over the Welsh
mountains on their way from Swansea to
Caernarfon in their C42
Microlight Flying

